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Appendix A Creative Factory Influence 
Diagrams and Models in ithink Package 
Chapter 3 demonstrated how the systems thinking approach can be used to construct 
the Influence Diagram of the Creative Factory model by presenting the logic for the 
fine's overall performance and the influence diagram with its ithink transformation 
for the idea generation, selection and prioritisation stages of the model. The rest of the 
factors that constitute the model are presented in the next sections, starting with the 
high level model and continuing with the NPDD process; the Knowledge Creation 
stage; the Product Success the Firm's Internal Factors and the National Innovation 
Environment. 
A. 1 The Firm's High Level Model 
In Chapter 3 the high level model of the creative factory has been described and its 
influence diagram illustrated. The number of new products that a firm generates 
depends on the status of its innovation process. These products, together with the ones 
that the firm licenses from other industries, after three years from their introduction 
are considered as old products, which eventually, after completing their life cycle are 
dying. The firm's sales are developed from the combination of sales of products less 
than three years old and the old ones. Deducting the costs that a firm has, including 
the innovation related investments, from the revenues of its sales, it is possible to 
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calculate the profits, or losses, of the firm. The shareholders' satisfaction then is 
considered on the basis of the level of the firm's profits. This model is shown in 
Figure A-1. 
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Figure A-1. High level model 
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A. 2 The New Product Development Model 
In chapter 3 the stages of the NPDD process have been described. In the following 
sections the concept development stage, the prototype product development stage and 
the full production and launch stages are presented. 
A. 2.1 Concept Design Process Model 
After completing the idea generation and selection process the firm moves to the next 
stage of the NPDD, the concept development (see section 3.4). 
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Figure A-2. Assessment of Project Team Formation and Business Plan Proposal Model 
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A project team is constructed whose effectiveness depends on the availability of 
creative employees, its degree of responsibility for decision making (decentralisation), 
the adequacy of its structure and its integration with the rest of the project groups' 3 
(Figure A-2a and Figure A-2b). The concept proposal that the project group will 
generate consists of the project definition, the project justification and the plan of 
action (Figure A-2c and Figure A-2d). 
The three elements of the `concept proposal' index have equal importance in the 
development of the index. On the other hand the `concept design project team' index 
is controlled heavily by the `employees availability' index, which determines the 
adequacy of the employees, their number and specialities, that comprise the project 
team. 
In order that the project team can produce a project definition, justification and plan, 
for the concept proposal, it needs first, to identify the different possibilities for 
developing the idea (Figure A-3 and Figure A-4). These alternative possibilities are 
based either on the customers' requirements and the ability of the firm to satisfy such 
requirements, or the research outcome of the firm. Then the alternatives are tested 
according to their technical and manufacturing feasibility in order to identify the final 
proposal. The feasibility study of the alternatives is based on the core competencies of 
the firm, the research investment it makes to explore different solutions, the level of 
uncertainty that the proposed alternatives have shown in the technical and 
manufacturing study, compared with the level of uncertainty that the firm is prepared 
13 These factors are studied under the Organisational Structure section, see Appendix A. 8 
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to accept. The adequacy of execution of all the necessary studies however, is limited 
by the adequacy of the capital that the firm invests in them. 
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Figure A-3. Final Concept Proposal Formation Influence Diagram 
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Figure A-4. Final Concept Proposal Model using the ithink Package 
A. 2.1.1 Project Definition, Justification and Plan 
The final concept proposal is used to generate the product definition. Furthermore, 
this proposal is tested according to its attractiveness to customers, the market and its 
expected financial results in order to justify the project. Finally, the project plan is 
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generated, considering the availability of resources (capital and employees), the firm's 
mix of portfolio, the time that the project team can dedicate to the project and the 
organisational structure that is needed to support the concurrent execution of the 
action plan. The Influence Diagram of the assessment of the generation process of the 
project definition, project justification and project plan is shown in Figure A-5. 
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Figure A-5. Project Definition, Justification and Plan Assessment Influence Diagram 
The assessment models of the project definition, project justification and the project 
plan are shown in Figure A-6a, 12b and 12c respectively. 
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Figure A-6. Assessment of Project Definition, Justification and Plan using the ithink Package 
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A. 2.1.2 Financial, Customer & Market and Technical & Manufacturing Studies 
In the financial study, which is necessary for the project justification, the technical 
and manufacturing needs and costs of the proposed concept are considered. These 
costs are compared to the expected sales and revenue of the final product, as they 
have been defined by the demand conditions analysis and the tests that have been 
conducted in co-operation with major customers about the attractiveness of the 
product (Figure A-7). 
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Figure A-7. Financial Study Formation Model 
The technical and manufacturing study (Figure A-8) that is required for the feasibility 
study of the alternative proposals and for the financial study consists of: easy to 
manufacture analysis; cost per unit analysis; alternative technical solutions and their 
cost; action plan for project execution and its cost; risk analysis; product development 
time; adequacy analysis of the core competencies of the firm for the project and the 
patent and legislation compatibility of the proposal (see Section 3.4.1.1). 
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Figure A-8. Technical & Manufacturing Study Formation Model 
The customer and market study (Figure A-9) that is used for the project justification, 
consists of (see Section 3.4.1.2) the market portrait, the competition analysis the user 
needs and wants study and the macroeconomic analysis. 
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Figure A-9. Customer and Market Studies Formation Model 
A. 2.2 The Concept Selection Process Model 
The selection process of a proposed concept is similar to the idea selection process. 
Easy to Manufacture 
The assessment of the process is based on the ability of the firm to kill a case if this is 
Competition Study Market Portait 
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not adequate according to the selection criteria that the firm has set. Additionally, the 
quality of the selected concepts depends on the quality of execution of the relative 
studies and tests that generated the business case. The model of the concept selection 
is shown in Figure A-10. 
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Figure A-10. Assessment of the Concept Selection Model using the ithink Package 
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A. 2.3 The Concept Prioritisation Process Model 
The selected concepts are prioritised according to their importance for the firm. The 
adequacy of the prioritisation process depends on the strength of the selected cases 
against the criteria for prioritisation, its project plan and the ability of the firm to rank 
the proposals and execute this ranking. The prioritisation process assessment model is 
shown in Figure A-11. 
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Figure A-11. Assessment of Concept Prioritisation Process Model 
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From the concept selection and the prioritisation sections it is interesting to notice that 
a firm needs not only to pay attention to the construction of a concept proposal, but 
also to continue to give attention to the selection and prioritisation processes. The 
concept development process is considered stronger or weaker depending on how it 
reflects the quality of execution of the selection and prioritisation processes. 
A. 2.4 The Prototype Product Development and Testing Model 
Assuming that the new product concept is feasible and the time necessary for its 
production adequate to reach the market before rival products or before customer 
perceptions change, the successful development process for prototype products relies 
on the execution of the several milestones that the project plan has set. Additionally, 
the success of the process depends on the ability of the firm to prioritise the concepts 
that will be developed according to the justification study, in order not to waste 
resources. Figure A-12 shows the Influence Diagram of the assessment model of the 
prototype product development process. The output of this process however is the 
quality of the selected prototypes that proceed to the production and launch stage. 
This selection process depends on the degree of success of the development of the 
prototype and the justification study, mainly financial, which has been generated for 
the particular prototype product. Figure A-13 shows the transformation of the 
Influence Diagram to the ithink package. 
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Figure A-12. Assessment of Prototype Development and Selection Model Influence Diagram 
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Figure A-13. Assessment of Prototype Development and Selection Model using the ithink 
Package 
A. 2.4.1 The Prototype Development Feasibility Model 
The feasibility of generating a prototype product from the business case that has been 
selected and prioritised in the previous NPDD stage can be identified by the relative 
studies and lab tests that the firm can accomplish (Figure A-14). These studies are 
similar to the ones of the previous stage, but now the firm can review them by 
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collecting more detailed information about the financial needs of the project; its 
technical and manufacturing needs and the customers' needs and wants. Laboratory 
tests on the several parts or the whole product and direct tests with the participation of 
selected customers must also be added to the review. The outcome of these new 
studies may change the product definition in order to satisfy customer requirements. In-house 
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b. Prototype Product Feasibility Model using the ithink Package 
Figure A-14. Prototype Product Feasibility Model 
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The quality adequacy of the reviewed studies model that the firm needs to conduct to 
identify the feasibility of a proposed project is shown in Figure A-15 and Figure 
A-16. The level of attention that the firm pays to the information that these studies 
require in order to be complete, determines their value as evidence for proceeding. 
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Figure A-15. Reviewed Studies for Prototype Development Stage Influence Diagrams 
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Figure A-16. Reviewed Studies for Prototype Development Stage Model 
A. 2.4.2 Milestone Execution 
The project plan that was originally introduced at the concept development stage is 
reviewed according to the new knowledge and information that the firm has acquired, 
its available resources and the organisational structure that supports the execution of 
the plan. The achievement of the milestones however depends on the ability of the 
project team to deliver these targets and the feasibility of the project itself (Figure 
A-17). 
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Figure A-17. Milestone Execution Assessment Model 
The ability of the project team that is responsible for the prototype development is 
assessed by the model that is shown in Figure A-18. 
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Figure A-18. Prototype Development Project Team Assessment Model 
A. 2.5 Full Production and Launch Model 
The selected prototype moves to the full production and launch stage. The success of 
this stage depends on the efficiency of implementation of the production and 
marketing plans (Figure A-19). These plans however require adequate resources to be 
allocated and they should be designed at an early stage, in order for the production 
and launch teams to identify and solve any problems before heavy investments in 
machinery have been made and production started. 
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Figure A-19. Full Production and Launch Assessment Influence Diagram 
The production plan consists of the manufacturing plan (such as scheduling, bill of 
materials), and other related plans such as logistics and quality assurance. These plans 
however should be adjusted according to the technological abilities of the firm, its 
technology assets and knowledge (core competencies). On the other hand the 
marketing plan is make up of the price, position, promotion plans and the plan for 
future expansion as these are adjusted to the latest customer and market research. The 
transformation of the Influence Diagram of the production and launch assessment to 
the ithink package is shown in Figure A-20. 
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Figure A-20. Production & Launch Assessment Model using the ithink Package 
The latest customer & market study, starting from the review of the customer and 
market study of the previous stage, should pay attention to the market portrait, the 
study of competition, the macroeconomic analysis and the response of the customers 
to the final product (Figure A-21). 
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Figure A-21. Latest Customer and Market Study Model 
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The Early design of the production and launch plans relies on the support of the 
management to involve the project team in the early stages, the organisational 
structure that will support this involvement and the quality of the project team. The 
project team needs to be involved in the project at its early stages; to have the correct 
structure; to be able to take decisions; to engage necessary employees with the 
required specialities and to integrate with the rest of the project teams (Figure A-22 
and Figure A-23). 
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Figure A-22. Early Design of Production & Launch Plans Assessment Influence Diagram 
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Figure A-23. Early Design of Production & Launch Plans Model using the ithink Package 
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A. 2.5.1 Post Project Review Model 
After the firm has completed the production and launch plan the product should be 
launched successfully on the market. The firm, at this point, may implement a post 
project review in order to identify the problems that may have appeared during the 
NPDD process. This review, then, can be fed to the management so as to improve its 
ability to produce innovative products. However, the influence that such a study may 
have depends on the attention that the management gives to it and the ease of flow of 
ideas within the firm (Figure A-24). 
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Figure A-24. Post Project Review Influence Assessment Model 
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A. 3 The Knowledge Creation Model 
This section models both the sector's knowledge creation activity and the firm's in- 
house knowledge creation. As mentioned in Section 4.1. the creation of adequate 
knowledge in an industrial sector requires the existence of both adequate basic 
research and industrial research (Figure A-25). Depending on the nature of the sector, 
greater effort is needed on one kind of research than on the other. 
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Figure A-25. Adequacy of Industrial Sector's Knowledge Creation Model 
On the other hand the knowledge that a firm has is a result of its in-house knowledge 
creation from applied research and experimental design as well as from the influences 
that it gets from its environment (Figure A-26 and Figure A-27). 
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Figure A-26. Firm's Knowledge Formation Influence Diagram 
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Figure A-27. Firm's Knowledge index Model using the ithink Package 
A. 3.1 Assessment Model of Sector's Knowledge Creation from Basic 
Research 
The knowledge that is created in an industrial sector from basic research depends on 
the funds that are invested in it, the availability of the knowledge infrastructure that 
can be dedicated to it (such as university labs), the availability of qualified researchers 
that are interested in undertaking basic research and the adequacy of relevant 
knowledge resources (such as embodied knowledge to institutes). The Influence 
Diagram of the sector's knowledge creation model from basic research is shown in 
Figure A-28 and its transformation to the ithink package in Figure A-29. 
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Figure A-28. Sector's Knowledge Creation by Basic Research Influence Diagram 
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Figure A-29. Adequacy of Knowledge Creation from Basic Research Model using the ithink 
Package 
Funds for basic research could come directly from government funds, the direct 
investment of firms in basic research or from co-operative programmes between 
private firms, universities and private research centres for basic research (Figure 
A-30). From the available capital that the government can provide for basic research, 
the sector that is under study can take a proportion according to the priority that this 
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sector has in the nation's needs for research and the political ease of justification for 
this spending. On the other hand the direct investment of the industries depends on the 
extent to which they believe that this type of research can provide their industries with 
benefits. If they believe that the benefits can justify some spending, then they can 
dedicate a proportion of their profits to basic research. Additionally they can take 
grants or loans from the financial system or the government, and they can take 
advantage of the incentives or tax law provisions that the legislation permits for basic 
research spending. 
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Figure A-30. Adequacy of Basic Research Funding Influence Diagram 
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Figure A-31. Adequacy of Basic Research Funding Model using the ithink Package 
The transformation in the ithink modelling package of the assessment model for basic 
research funding is shown in Figure A-31 
A. 3.2 Assessment Model of Sector's Knowledge Creation from Industrial 
Research 
Similar to the knowledge that is created by basic research, the knowledge generated 
by industrial research in an industrial sector depends on the funds that are invested, 
the availability of a knowledge infrastructure that can be dedicated to industrial 
research, the availability of qualified researchers that are interested in undertaking 
industrial research and the adequacy of the relevant knowledge resources. The 
Influence Diagram of the evaluation of the adequacy of the sector's knowledge 
creation model from industrial research is shown in Figure A-32 and its 
transformation to the ithink package in Figure A-33. 
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Figure A-33. Adequacy of Knowledge Creation from Industrial Research Model using the ithink 
Package 
Funds for industrial research can come from three sources: directly from government 
funds for industrial research; from the direct investment of firms in research and from 
the co-operative programmes between private firms, universities and private research 
centres for industrial research (Figure A-34). Of the available capital that the 
government can provide for industrial research, the sector that is under study can only 
take a proportion the size of which depends on the priority that this sector has in the 
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nation's needs for research and the degree of political justification for this spending. 
On the other hand, direct investment from the industries can be justified by the 
identification of the degree of benefits that this type of research can provide for them 
and accordingly a proportion of their profits can be dedicated to research. 
Additionally they can take grants or loans from the financial system or the 
government, using the incentives or tax law provisions that the legislation permits for 
applied research spending. 
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Figure A-34. Adequacy of Industrial Research Funding Influence Diagram 
The transformation of the Influence Diagram of industrial research funding to the 
ithink package is shown in Figure A-35. 
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Figure A-35. Adequacy of Industrial Research Funding Model using the ithink Package 
A. 3.3 Firm's Knowledge Creation from Applied Research 
Knowledge from in-house applied research is derived from the research effort and is 
only achieved after investing a considerable period of time. This delay depends on the 
nature of the research and the firm's operational area. 
The level of applied research effort is determined by the funds invested, the will of the 
firm to invest in applied research and the availability of the firm's employees to 
undertake such research. The will of the firm depends on the management's decision, 
after the firm realises the benefits that may arise from such research (see Section 
4.1.3). The model of the assessment of the firm's applied research effort and the 
generation of knowledge from in-house applied research is shown Figure A-36 and 
Figure A-37. 
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Figure A-37. Adequacy of Firm's Applied Research Effort and Knowledge Creation from 
Applied Research Model using the ithink Package 
The funds that a firm invests in applied research can come from its reinvestment plan, 
grants or loans that the firm can take from the government or the financial system, the 
participation of the firm in national or international programmes of applied research 
and by taking advantage of incentives and tax law provisions that governments often 
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give in order to enhance research activity. The model of the firm's applied research 
funds is shown in Figure A-38. 
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Figure A-38. Adequacy of Sources of Firm's Applied Research Funds Model 
An index of adequacy of these funds is created by calculating an average of the funds 
that have been invested in applied research, by the firm in the recent past and relating 
it to opinions from the firm about it adequacy. Then, during the analysis of the model, 
the adequacy of the funds proposed for the action-scenarios is calculated linearly to 
this average (see Section A. 12). 
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A. 3.4 Firm's Knowledge Creation from Experimental Development 
Similar to the applied research model the adequacy of the firm's experimental 
development effort determines the degree of knowledge that the firm creates from 
experimental development. The output of the research effort appears only after a 
considerable period of time has been invested in experimental development, although 
this is usually smaller than the period of time that is needed for the applied research 
output. This delay depends on the nature of the research and the firm's operational 
area. 
The level of experimental development effort is determined by the funds that the firm 
invests, the will of the firm to invest and the availability of the firm's employees to 
undertake such research. The will of the firm depends on the management's decision, 
after the firm realises the benefits that may come from such research (see section 
4.1.3). The model of the assessment of the firm's experimental development effort 
and the generation of knowledge from it is shown in Figure A-39 and Figure A-40. 
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Figure A-40. Adequacy of Firm's Basic Research Effort and Knowledge Creation from Basic 
Research Model using the ithink Package 
The funds that a firm invests in experimental development come from similar sources 
to those for basic research. The difference is that now they focus on experimental 
development. The model of the firm's experimental development funds and their 
adequacy is shown in Figure A-41. 
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Figure A-41. Adequacy of Sources of Firm's Experimental Development Funds Model 
Finally an index that presents the degree of in-house research effort has been 
developed to be used in other parts of the model (Figure A-42) 
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Figure A-42. In-house Research Effort Index 
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A. 4 The Success of New Products Model 
Section 4.2.3 described the factors that are necessary for an organisation to be 
successful in the innovation process. These factors are: a well-defined strategy for 
new product generation; commitment of the necessary resources to the new product 
projects and a high quality of execution of the actions related to the NPDD process. 
Together with the factors of product success (Section 4.2.1) they form an index that 
indicates the degree to which a firm can produce successful new products (Figure 
A-43). 
The strategy for new product development includes the general corporate strategy of 
positioning the firm in the markets, the technology paths that it will follow and the 
processes that it will develop to execute its strategy. Additionally, the strategy 
involves the risk taking policy of the firm in developing new products and the ability 
of ideas to flow smoothly within the organisation. 
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Figure A-43. Organisational Factors of Success of the NPDD Process Influence Diagram 
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The commitment of resources refers to the capital commitment to new projects, the 
availability of the necessary employees with appropriate specialities and the ability of 
the project teams to execute their tasks. Finally, the assessment of the execution of the 
NPDD process includes two elements: the assessment of the new product 
development process and the assessment of the factors that influence a specific project 
within the firm's overall framework. The `NPDD Success' index model, using the 
ithink modelling package, is shown in Figure A-44. 
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Figure A-44. Assessment Model of the Organisational Factors of Success using the ithink 
Package 
A. 4.1 New Product Development Process Factors in Product Success 
The key to the success of the NPDD process is the delivery of a product that offers 
unique benefits to the customer (see Section 4.2.2). Other factors which affect the 
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probability of success of the NPDD process, in order of importance, are: the strength 
of product definition in the early stages of the NPDD process; the quality of the 
technological activities that need to be executed during the NPDD process; the 
attention that the firm pays to the activities of the predevelopment stages and finally, 
the quality of the marketing related activities (Figure A-45). 
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Figure A-45. New Product Development Process and Project Assessment Model 
A. 4.1.1 The Assessment of Product Superiority Model 
The following factors determine the development of a superior product, according to 
the unique benefits that it offers to customers. First, the product needs to be proved 
strong against the selection criteria that the firm has set. Second, the latest market and 
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customer study should show that the needs of the market and the reaction of potential 
customers to the proposed product is good. Finally, the speed of the NPDD process 
should be short, in order to beat its rivals in new product introduction without losing 
quality and to cover existing customer needs, not needs of the past (Figure A-46). 
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Figure A-46. Product Superiority Index of Success Model 
A. 4.1.2 The Early and Sharp Product Definition Model 
The index of early and sharp product definition is defined by the combination of the 
quality of the product definition at the concept and prototype development stages and 
the speed of the NPDD process that may compress or expand the time from ideation 
until the product launch (Figure A-47). 
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Figure A-47. Early & Sharp Product Definition Factor of Success Model 
A. 4.1.3 The Assessment of Technological Activities Model 
The technological activities assessment index (Figure A-48) involves the quality of 
the full production stage; the quality of the technical and manufacturing studies that 
are required during the NPDD process; the execution of the milestones that have been 
set by the project plan for the prototype product development and the quality of the 
laboratory tests that are executed in order to validate the correct functionality of the 
product. 
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Figure A-48. Assessment of Technological Activities of the NPDD Process Model 
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A. 4.1.4 The Assessment of Predevelopment Activities Model 
The predevelopment activities are: the idea generation and the concept development 
stages (fuzzy front end); the justification of the project; the customers' opinions study, 
and the selection and prioritisation of ideas, concepts and prototype products. The 
index of the quality of execution of these activities is shown in Figure A-49. 
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Figure A-49. Assessment of Predevelopment Activities Model 
A. 4.1.5 The Assessment of Marketing Activities Model 
The marketing activities that make up the assessment index are: the marketing plan 
that the firm develops and executes; the adequacy of the execution of the business 
case studies; the attention that the firm gives to the customer's opinions; the quality of 
the product launch process and the quality of the mechanism that the firm employs to 
collect information and market opportunities (Figure A-50). 
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Figure A-50. Assessment of Marketing Activities Model 
A. 4.2 Individual Project Success Factors 
The key factor for a project to be successful, as in the NPDD process case, is that the 
project delivers a product that offers unique benefits to the customer. Additional to 
this factor, an individual project increases its probability of success if its synergy with 
the technological and marketing competencies of the firm is high, and if the 
conditions of the market at the specific time that the product is released are attractive 
for the new product (Figure A-51). 
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A. 4.2.1 Assessment of Technological Synergy Model 
In order to assess a project's technological synergy the core competencies of the firm 
and its in house research outcome (firm's knowledge) need to be compared with the 
feasibility studies that are conducted during the NPDD process. Additionally, the 
assessment of the ability of the firm to conduct the final production of the product 
contributes to the development of the technological synergy assessment index (Figure 
A-52). 
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Figure A-52. Assessment of Project's Technological Synergy Model 
A. 4.2.2 Assessment of Marketing Synergy Model 
The assessment index of the marketing synergy is developed by the assessment of the 
product's launch process and the quality of the marketing plan that has been 
developed by the project teams (Figure A-53). 
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Figure A-53. Assessment of Project's Marketing Synergy Model 
A. 4.2.3 Assessment of Project Attractiveness Model 
The `market attractiveness' index is more likely to have a high value when: the 
attention that the firm shows to the sources of market opportunities is high; the quality 
of the market portrait studies is high; the level of the demand conditions that are 
present and the adequacy of the supportive industries that are necessary for the project 
to be developed and produced are high (Figure A-54). 
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A. 4.3 The Speed of NPDD Process 
As described in section 4.2.2, in order to accelerate the speed of the NPDD process a 
firm should pay attention to: the quality of execution of the several stages of the 
process; the careful implementation of the early stages of the process, or the fuzzy 
front end; seeking the customers' opinions of the process as early as possible; 
organising the projects around strong multifunctional teams with empowerment; 
having a structure that will allow the parallel processing of different actions and 
phases of the process and strictly prioritising ideas, business cases and prototype 
development in order to concentrate resources on the important projects. The 
assessment of these elements (Figure A-55 and Figure A-56) develop the index of 
adequacy of the speed of the NPDD process. 
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Figure A-55. Speed of NPDD Process Assessment Influence Diagram 
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A. 5 The Corporate Strategy Factor Model 
Corporate strategy for innovation, as identified in the literature, depends on three 
management decisions. These are first, the strategic position in which the firm is 
placed in the market place. Second, the technological paths that the firm will follow, 
and third the organisational processes that the firm will develop to increase 
knowledge and enhance innovation (Figure A-57a). Changes in these three factors 
often require a significant period of time in order to be adopted by the organisation. 
The combination of these three elements to generate the corporate strategy using the 
ithink package is shown in Figure A-57b. 
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Figure A-57. Corporate Strategy Model 
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A. 5.1 Corporate Strategy Change 
To change the corporate strategy requires either a direct managerial decision, in the 
case of the strategic position and technological paths, or a change in the business 
factors that form the organisational processes. 
A. 5.1.1 Change in the Strategic Position and Technological Paths 
Management vision is developed by the influence of the National Innovation 
Environment within which a firm operates and the ability of a firm to identify new 
opportunities (Figure A-58). The ability to identify new opportunities depends on the 
current strategic position and technological paths that a firm follows as well as the 
technological knowledge of the firm; the firm's research effort and the mechanism 
that a firm has created to collect information about new opportunities. The decision to 
change technological paths is limited by the ability of a firm to implement the 
changes, i. e. the firm's core competencies. On the other hand, the decision to change 
the strategic position is directed by the demand factor. 
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Figure A-60. Strategic Technological Paths Change Model 
The implementation of strategy changes in technological paths and position is limited 
by several constraints that resist any change in the organisation. These constraints are, 
the core competencies of the firm; the capital that is available to be invested in these 
changes and the risk that the firm is ready to undertake. However, a strategy that does 
not change is vulnerable to unpredictable external events, such as a major 
technological invention (creative destruction), or just to the steady progress of 
technology that requires a different strategic position or different technological paths. 
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A. 5.1.2 Organisational Process Change Model 
Strategic organisational processes are changed indirectly by the managerial decisions 
that influence the business factors in an organisation. These factors aim to accelerate 
the development of new products; to ease the flow of knowledge inside an 
organisation by changing the organisational structure; to support higher risk projects; 
to create an organisational climate that supports creativity; to increase the degree of 
research that the firm undertakes and to improve the methods that could create new 
knowledge (Figure A-62). The transformation of the logic diagram of changes in 
organisational processes to the ithink package model is shown in Figure A-63. 
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A. 6 Risk Taking Policy Factor Model 
The development of a new product involves risk, the level of which depends on the 
degree of novelty that the product introduces to the market. The risk taking policy 
index reflects the degree of risk that a firm is ready to undertake under the influence 
of factors that may overtake this official policy (Figure A-64 and Figure A-65). The 
risk taking policy influences the decision about the type of projects that a firm will 
undertake according to the level of risk that these projects involve, that is the firm's 
mix of project portfolio. 
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A. 6.1 Levels of Uncertainty Model 
New projects, by definition, are surrounded by a degree of uncertainty about their 
success. The higher the novelty level of a project the higher the uncertainty that is 
involved (Figure A-66). `Animal spirit' and bootlegging increase uncertainty because 
the projects are not based on the rational justification of their success but on personal 
estimations and appreciation by the researchers. New projects may require new 
technologies that are not yet mature and several technical problems may not yet have 
been solved. The technological knowledge that the firm has may reduce the 
uncertainty of these new technologies and help to resolve any problem. A new 
product may require the formation of a new market environment, that is, new demand 
conditions. The existing market environment can create constraints and may require 
long term investments in order to change. Finally because new projects involve high 
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investment that, often, a firm cannot undertake alone, the maturity of the financial 
system may affect the decision about the degree of uncertainty which a project may 
involve in order to be funded by the system. Uncertainty however, fades over time 
because of the knowledge that a firm gains in the development of a project and 
because of the data that it collects about the market and customer needs in the 
predevelopment stages. 
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Figure A-66. Uncertainty Formation Model 
Al . Technological 
Capability Factor Model 
The technological assets of a firm and its technological knowledge create the core 
competences or technological capabilities of the firm. The Influence Diagram and the 
ithink model of the technological capability that a firm may develop is shown in 
Figure A-67. 
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The assessment Influence Diagram for the development of technological assets and 
their adequacy to support innovation activity is shown in Figure A-68a. Technology 
assets may be increased by a managerial decision to invest directly in machinery (buy 
new assets), or to create new technology through the research activity of a firm, or to 
import technology from another firm, research institute or university through 
cooperation contracts. These activities, however, have a cost that may limit the 
decision to increase the technological assets. Moreover the new assets require an 
adaptation period in order to be integrated into the organisation, to familiarise the 
employees and solve operational problems. 
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Figure A-68. Technology Assets Development Model 
A firm however may decide to sell assets, which it no longer needs, either because 
they are old or because the enterprise has decided to move to different technological 
paths. A natural rate of technological loss exists in any industrial sector and 
consequently in any firm, because of the technological progress that nullifies older 
assets (external events). The selection of any technology is based on the technological 
paths that a company has decided to follow. Wrong selection, however, may occur 
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because of the level of uncertainty at which a firm operates and because of wrong 
signals that a firm has received from its major suppliers and customers about the 
future perspectives of a technology. Finally, a major technological invention changes 
the need for assets that a firm is required to hold. The model of technological assets 
development is shown in Figure A-68b. 
A. 7.2 Change of Technological Knowledge Model 
The everyday use of technological assets increases the experience of the employees 
and their technological knowledge. Technological knowledge can be increased further 
by the decision to create new technology through the research activity of the firm and 
by importing technology from other firms, research institutes and universities. 
Moreover the knowledge of the employees can be increased by training them in the 
use of new technological developments or by recruiting new highly qualified 
employees. 
Any method of new knowledge creation has a delay that represents the period that is 
required for an organisation to adopt the new knowledge. Technological knowledge 
may be lost because employees with experience and specialised knowledge leave the 
company. Additionally, technological knowledge may be reduced through the wrong 
selection of technology, the actual technological progress or a major technological 
invention that changes the technological knowledge in the field in which the firm 
operates. The technological knowledge development model is shown in Figure A-69. 
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Figure A-69. Technological Knowledge Development Model 
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A. 8 Organisational Structure Factor Model 
The organisational structure (Figure A-70 and Figure A-71) that is required to support 
innovation activity depends on the level of cross-functional integration that has been 
achieved in the firm. The structure however is ageing over time, reducing its ability to 
support innovation. Finally, organisational or personal conflicts, which are based on 
the firm's culture and the level of the integration between the project's groups, may 
reduce the effectiveness of the organisational structure. 
The level of cross-functional integration depends on the firm's size and the individual 
project group. The greater the level of cross-functional integration however, the easier 
the flow of ideas that turn up from the creative individuals inside a firm. 
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Figure A-70. Organisational Structure Formation Influence Diagram 
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Figure A-71. Organisational Structure Formation Model using the ithink Package 
A. 8.1 Project Groups and Decentralisation Model 
The degree of integration of the project groups (Figure A-72 and Figure A-73) 
depends on the structure of each group; the direction of their interaction; the timing of 
the interaction; the frequency of communication and the richness of this 
communication. Each individual project group develops a structure that depends on 
the strength of the group's leader in the firm, the group's independence to develop the 
structure that it thinks more appropriate, the degree of responsibility for decision 
making; task execution and the evaluation of its actions; the clear identification of 
roles and the degree of multi-functionality that characterises the group. Finally, the 
firm shows its degree of decentralisation by the level of responsibility that it accords 
to the individual groups. 
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A. 9 Organisational Climate Factor Model 
The organisational climate of a firm (Figure A-74) is formed by the number of 
creative individuals in the firm; the culture that is dominant; the ease of idea flow; the 
existence of organisational or personal conflicts; the recognition of success to 
individuals; the tolerance to mistakes; the level of risk that the firm is ready to 
undertake and the corporate strategy. 
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Figure A-74. Organisational Climate Formation Model 
A. 9.1 Change of Organisational Culture Model 
Organisational culture originates from the senior management's culture, the demand 
conditions and the general national culture (Figure A-75). It is possible to change 
through a change in corporate strategy; through the new ideas that flow within the 
firm; through the structure and culture of individual groups and the recognition of 
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their successes which show the areas of attention that the firm appreciates as 
important. Change however is resisted by the strength of the current culture that has 
been developed because of recent success and by the firm's original culture. 
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Figure A-75. Organisational Culture Change Model 
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A. 10 The Model of a Firm's Creative Individuals 
An innovative firm needs five types of individuals: idea generators; gatekeepers; 
champions; sponsors and project managers. The comparison of that need to the 
persons employed and their withdrawal rates may enable a decision about recruitment. 
The recruitment of new employees is restricted by their availability, as this depends 
on the education system and the national culture. A firm however can promote 
creativity by its reward policy; by providing the necessary resources; by managing the 
strategic processes appropriately and by reducing the fear of failure. The latter can be 
managed by accepting a higher level of risk, by accepting mistakes and creating the 
appropriate organisational climate (Figure A-76, Figure A-77 and Figure A-78). 
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A. 11 The Model of a Firm's Innovation Environment 
This section describes the sub-models that refer to the external factors that affect the 
innovation process in a firm. These factors create the national innovation environment 
(Figure A-79) under which all firms in a nation operate. These factors are not 
controlled directly by the firm but by political and institutional decisions. Thus the 
Recruitment Policy 
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description of the national innovation environment factors is restricted to their 
formation and not to decisions and processes that could change them. 
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Figure A-79. National Innovation Environment Model 
A. 11.1 The Financial System Model 
The financial system of a nation (Figure A-80) is formed by the capital market, the 
financial institutions (banks, venture capitals) and direct government influence by 
controlling fund allocation, directing investments and funding national projects or 
participating in international ones. An independent regulator however can be 
appointed to control the operation of the system but his level of independence is 
determined by the will of the government to give up its control. Finally, the nation can 
by pass any rigidities and shortages by opening its financial system to international 
ones and receiving influence and direct investments from other countries. The 
assessment of these elements identifies the degree of maturity that the financial 
system has in order to support the innovation activity of a firm. 
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Figure A-80. Financial System Maturity Model 
A. 11.2 Infrastructure Model 
The infrastructure of a nation is constructed from the physical infrastructure and the 
knowledge infrastructure (Figure A-81). 
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Figure A-81. Infrastructure Model 
A. 11.2.1 Physical Infrastructure Model 
The physical infrastructure (Figure A-82 and Figure A-83) is formed by direct 
investments that have a short-term or a long-term character. Additionally, the 
maintenance and upgrading of the physical infrastructure requires extra investment. 
The definition of the present and future needs of the industrial sector and the 
accessibility of the infrastructure provides an evaluation of the degree of adequacy of 
the national physical infrastructure. The accessibility of the infrastructure depends on 
the cost of its use; its capacity; the regulations that allow its use and the creation of 
alternative infrastructure by other than public sector organisations. 
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Figure A-83. Physical Infrastructure Availability Model using the ithink Package 
A. 11.2.2 The Knowledge Infrastructure Model 
Similar to the physical infrastructure, the knowledge infrastructure is formed by short- 
term and long-term investments that, this time refer to the education system and the 
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research centres (Figure A-84 and Figure A-85). The comparison of industrial needs 
with the level of the knowledge infrastructure and its accessibility creates the index 
that evaluates the adequacy of the knowledge infrastructure. The additional point here 
is that international or national programmes can add to the accessibility of this type of 
infrastructure. 
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Figure A-85. Knowledge Infrastructure Availability Model using the ithink Package 
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A. 11.3 The Demand Conditions Model 
The evaluation of demand conditions is carried out (Figure A-86) by assessing the 
composition of the home demand, the size (size and fragmentation) and pattern of its 
growth rate and the level of market internalisation. The composition of the home 
demand relies on the competition regulations, the sophistication of the customers and 
the depth of the industrial segments. Finally, internalisation depends on the export- 
import regulations; the international influences to which the customers are exposed; 
the multinational firms that operate within the country and customer mobility. 
Sophistication of 
Competition 
Customers 
Regulations 
Depth of 
Composition Export-Import 
of Home Regulations International Industrial -ý Demand Influences 
Segments 
Demand Easy to 
Market Conditions Internationalise 
Size 
Size and Multinational 
Growth 
Pattern of Firms Customer 
Growth '- Fragmentation Mobility Rate of Sector 
a. Demand Conditions Influence Diagram 
Demand Conditions 
Demand 
Competition Regulations 
Sophistication of Customers 
Depth of Industrial Segments 
Influences 
Multinational Firms 
Customer Mobility 
b. Demand Conditions Model using the ithink Package 
Figure A-86. Demand Conditions Model 
Fragmentation of Sectors 
Market Size 
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A. 11.4 Physical Resources and Critical Mass of Industries Model 
The adequacy of critical mass of supportive industries (Figure A-87) relies on the 
depth of the industrial sector. This depth is developed by the existence of the 
supportive industries, the physical resources available and the linkages that have been 
developed between the different firms. International firms however, can replace 
shortages in this depth. The physical resources on the other hand are more easily 
available to a firm if they exist in the country and if there is already a tradition of 
exploiting them. 
Sector's Sophistication Existence of 
Tradition Existence *-ý of Customers Supportive 
Physical 
Industries 
Existence Physical Depth of 
Resources Sector 
Infrastructure Availability Linkages 
Adequacy . 
Accessibility between 
of Physical Critical Relative 
Cost of Physical % 
Resources Maw Industries 
Resources Replace with 
International 
Export-Import 
Firms 
Cost of 
Regulations Infrastructure Replacement 
Adequacy 
a. Physical Resources and Critical Mass Influence Diagram 
Physical Resources Availability Critical Mass Change Critical Mass Physical Resources Change 
Physical Existence 
Infrastructure Adequacy Physical Resources Availability 
Formation Depth 
International Firms 
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Sector's Tradition Cost of Physical Resources 
Replace by Interna'onal Firms Linkage Between Relative Industries 
Exportimport Regulations Infrastructure pýdequacy 
d Cost of Replacement 
b. Physical Resources and Critical Mass Model using the ithink Package 
Figure A-87. Physical Resources and Critical Mass Model 
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The more sophisticated the customers however, the more sophisticated and the less 
available may be the materials that are required. The accessibility of the resources, 
finally, depends on the infrastructure of the country, their cost and, if they are in short 
supply, whether they can be obtained from international firms. 
A. 11.5 Knowledge and Human Resources Model 
The availability of knowledge resources (Figure A-88 and Figure A-89) is evaluated 
by the knowledge creation within a nation, the accessibility of the knowledge 
infrastructure, the ease of importing knowledge from other nations and the available 
funds for basic and industrial research. 
Knowledge 
Formation 
Knowledge Knowledge 
Replace by .* Resources L- Infrastructure 
International Firms Availability Availability 
Figure A-88. Knowledge Resources Availability Influence Diagram 
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Figure A-89. Knowledge Resources Availability Model using the ithink Package 
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The human resources availability depends on the size of the nation and the adequacy 
of the knowledge resources of the people (Figure A-90 and Figure A-91). The labour 
cost and labour regulations can make a difference to the decision as to whether a firm 
will invest in a specific market. Shortages of people and high costs however, can be 
covered by encouraging migration of the necessary expertise and using low cost 
labour. 
Labour Cost 
Size of the 
Nation 
Migration 
Knowledge Human 
Resources Resources 
Availability Availability Labour 
Regulations 
Knowledge & 
Human Resources 
Adequacy 
Figure A-90. Human Resources Availability Influence Diagram 
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Human Resources Availability 
Figure A-91. Human Resources Availability Model using the ithink Package 
A. 11.6 Regulations Model 
The index of regulations is formed by the combination of the evaluation of all the 
relevant indices that have been used to define the factors (Figure A-92). These are the 
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regulations concerning labour, finance, competition, export/import, knowledge and 
physical infrastructure, safety and the environment. 
Labour 
Safety & Regulations 
Financial 
Environmental 
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Regulations \ Labour Regulations Regulatio Change 
\4 Competition 
li, 
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/ Regulations 
Regulations 
Regulations Regulation rm of 
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Infrastructure 
a. Regulations Influence Diagram 
Figure A-92. Regulations Model 
A. 12 Other parts of the Model 
Regulations 
Competition Regulations 
Financial Regulations 
port Regulations 
Regulations for Phlnf 
Regulations for Knlnf 
b. Regulations Model using the ithink Package 
Other parts of the model are necessary in order to calculate several variables for the 
main factors. These variables refer to the capital availability for the several NPDD 
stages, the generation of New Products and the prediction of sales. 
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I ex of first ales 
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Figure A-93. Calculations for Sales and New Products 
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First years Adequacy of AR funds 
Accummulate CA for AR 
Create Av AR CA 
Applied Research Funds Average CA for AR 
AR Fund Adequacy 
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CA AR 
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Applied Research Funds 
Average CA for AR 
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Figure A-94. Calculation of Capital Adequacy (a) 
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First years CA for Ideation 
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Figure A-95. Calculation of Capital Adequacy (b) 
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Appendix B The Creative Factory 
Concept Evaluation Questionnaire 
Kostas Galanakis 
Dr Kevin Neailey 
Stuart Passey 
University of Warwick 
Warwick Manufacturing Group 
Coventry, CV4 7AL 
Tel: 07771 747139 
e-mail: Kostas. Galanakis@warwick. ac. uk 
Dear Sir/Madame 
The Warwick Manufacturing Group at the University of Warwick is undertaking a 
research project on modelling the innovation process of manufacturing firms. The 
output of this project, the `Creative Factory' concept (figure 1), is an innovation 
systems model that has been constructed on the basis of published research 
concerning best practice in the innovation process and the key elements that affect 
this process. 
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Figure B-1. The Creative Factory Concept 
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Applying a dynamic business modelling technique, the Creative Factory model has 
been designed using a business simulation package. Using your answers from the 
attached questionnaire, we will test the ability of the Creative Factory model to 
generate an accurate representation of your firm. Therefore, your answers to this 
questionnaire are essential to accomplish the validation stage of the project, which is 
the base for the next steps of the Creative Factory model applications. 
The questions refer to the estimations and characterisation of activities from the 
previous three financial years and the predictions for the current one in order to 
identify changes in the factors that are studied. The comparison of this historical 
information with the output of the model is employed to test the ability of the model 
to generate the real outcome and changes of your firm referring to its sales, new 
product development and success of targets. 
The questions are grouped in four parts: general information about your firm's 
background, markets and number of products (section 1); the ability of your firm to 
conduct research and generate new knowledge (section 2); the capabilities of the New 
Product Design and Development (NPDD) process of your firm (sections 3 to 7) and 
your firm's internal factors that affect the core innovation process (sections 8 to 13). 
Most of the questions require filling in the appropriate box () on the provided scale. 
Other questions require general estimations such as costs or time delays. 
After the model has been tested with the data provided through this questionnaire by 
your firm, we would be able to create the initial status of the Creative Factory model 
according to your firm's innovation activity. This model could then be employed, if 
your firm wishes, to demonstrate the degree of influence of different business areas on 
the innovation activity and to assess the status of your firm's innovation performance 
compared with the best practice. This assessment could identify the areas of your firm 
that need to be improved in order to enhance innovation activity and thus, sales and 
profits. The Creative Factory model also allows us to build different action-scenarios 
of management decisions and to identify how these decisions affect innovation 
outcome. Thus, in cooperation with your firm, we could design, simulate and evaluate 
different action-scenarios. 
In order to give you feedback about the test of the Creative Factory model or if you 
wish to participate on the further applications of the Creative Factory model please, 
fill in your details on the end of this questionnaire. 
Your participation in the exercise will be strictly private and confidential. 
Thank you in advance for your contribution to this study. If you would wish to discuss 
this questionnaire or you have any queries about the questions do not hesitate to 
contact me by phone or email. 
Best regards 
Kostas Galanakis 
PhD Research Student 
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Part I. General Information 
This first part deals with some general questions about your firm in order to create the 
framework of the industrial sector and the national innovation environment inside of 
which your firm operates. Additionally, in this section we create the indexes of your 
firm's outcome according to sales, profits, number of new product introductions into 
the market and level of success against targets. These indexes are used in the Creative 
Factory model to compare the output of the simulation to the real results of your firm. 
1. Company Background 
1. Company's name: 
2. In which countries has your company its major research centres: 
3. In which countries has your company its major new product development centres: 
4. In which countries has your company its production facilities: 
5. Which country is considered as the home market for your firm: 
6. Which of the following would you consider your firm's main industry sector (select as many as 
Electronics Q Computers Q 
Automotive 0 Medical Equipment 0 
Transportation 0 Aerospace O 
Plastic/Rubber 0 Other, please specify: Q 
7. What would you estimate is your firm's annual sales and profits for each 
1998 £ 1998 £ % 
1999 £ 1999 £ % 
2000 £ 2000 £ % 
2001 £ 2001 £ % 
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8. How many products in total (new and old ones) has your firm in the market 
Total Products 
9. How many new products does your firm introduce into the market per vear'? 
New to the globe 
New to the globe % % /O % 
Only new to the country of introduction % % % % 
Only new to your company % % % %O 
Only new to the industrial sector of your 
company's operation 
%O % % % 
_ Existing product's reposition to new 
market or cost reductions 
OJE % % % 
11. How would you characterise on average the achievement of targets according to product success 
that project teams had set when new project were started'? 
We never achieve Some times we achieve We achieve the targets 
the targets the targets all the times 
1999 QO00000000 
2001 O000000000 
12. Please estimate the amount of capital invested in the new product development process either as a 
percentage of your firm's sales or in millions of pounds 
Funding Year NPDD Process 
Total per year 1998 % 
1999 % 
2000 % 
d£[. 
2001 % 
10. What is the proportion of sales by new products (less than three years old)? 
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13. How the new product development investment is divided in the different stages of the process'? 
NPD Stage 
Idea generation stage % 
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Part II. Firm's In-house Research Activity 
This part investigates the firm's in-house activity: applied research and experimental 
development. Applied research in the Creative Factory model is defined as the 
original investigation undertaken in order to acquire new knowledge, which is 
however, directed primarily towards a specific practical aim or objective. 
Experimental development on the other hand is the systematic work, drawing on 
existing knowledge gained from research and/or practical experience, that is directed 
to producing new materials, products or services, to installing new processes, systems 
and services, or to improving substantially those already produced or installed. 
Section 2 studies the type of benefits that in-house research provides to your firm and 
the level of its influence to its innovation outcome. Additionally, the capacity of your 
firm to identify different sources of finance and the amount of capital that your firm 
invests in research is examined. 
2. Knowledge Creation Evaluation 
How would you evaluate the outcome of your firm's past years of applied research (knowledge 
or products) according to its effect on the ability of your firm to generate new products in the last 
three and current years? 
Our research didn't 
have any effect Cl---,, -ý- 
Our research has 
transformed our firm 
2. How would you evaluate the outcome of your firm's past years of experimental development 
(knowledge or products) according to its effect on the ability of your firm to generate innovative 
products in the last three and current years? 
Our research has 
Our research didn't transformed our firm 
1999 O Cº Cº 0 Cº C> Cº C00 
2000 0000000CO0 
2001 0000000C00 
1999 0 
2ý 0000000OOQ 
2001 OO0000O000 
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3. What do you consider are the benefits and their extent that your firm gains by conducting applied 
research? 
Not relevant Vpr., 
tecnnoiogies creation VVUUOVU0OO 
Employee development O O O O O O O O O O 
Opening new markets O O O O O O O O O O 
New use of existing knowledge O O O O O O O O O O 
from other terms 
Increasing firm's technological OOOOOOOOOO 
knowledge 
4. What do you consider are the benefits and their extent that your firm gains by conducting 
experimental development'? 
_ Not relevant Verv important 
Employee development 0O00OOOOOO 
trom otner arms 
Increasing firm's technological OOOOOOOOOO 
knowledge 
vv'vvvvvVV 
Establish a knowledge base OQQQOOOOOQ 
adequate to preempt 
competitors 
Adjusting to regulations or OOOOOOOOOO 
legislation 
New processes creation OOOOOOOOOO 
New use of existing knowledge OOOOOOOOOO 
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5. How would you characterise the management's attitude for the need of applied research and 
experimental development in order to take advantage of the above benefits'? 
Some research may Research is 
No need for be necessary essential for our 
research development 
Benefits Year 1 2 3 4 
Applied Research 1998 O O O O O O O O O O 
1999 0 p 0 0 0 0 0 0 p p 
2000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 L 
2001 0 0 p 0 p p p p p p 
Experimental development 1998 O O O O O O O O O O 
2000 O Q O Q O Q Q O O O 
2001 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6. In what extent do you think that your firm can afford the applied research and experimental 
development investment? 
We cannot We can afford some We can afford 
afford any investment heavy 
7. How long would you estimate the time required for applied research and experimental 
development to produce an outcome that could be used by your firm to create new knowledge or 
products? 
Te of research Time 
Experimental development Months 
Adjusting to regulations or OOOOOOOOOO 
legislation 
Other, please specify: OOOOOOOOOO 
Applied Research 1998 OQOQQOQOQQ 
1999 0000000000 
2000 0000000000 
2001 0000000000 
Experimental development 1998 OOOOOOOOOO 
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8. Please estimate the amount of capital invested in applied research and experimental development 
either as a percentage of your firm's sales or in millions of pounds 
Funding Year Applied Research Experimental development 
Total per year 1998 % % 
1999 O, O r C. %O a C, 
2000 %O£ £ % 
2001 %£ % 
9. Please estimate the proportion of the investment in applied research and experimental development 
above (as a percentage or in million of pounds) that came from each of the following sources of 
funding'? 
Source of funding Year Applied Research Experimental develonment 
reinvestment for 
research 
Grants or loans from 
government or the 
private financial 
institutes for research 
Participation in 
national or 
international co- 
operative projects for 
research 
Incentives or tax 
provisions for research 
1998 %f 
%£ 
%£ 
2000 % £ CIO 
2001 
/O r ýO 
1998 
i OOO M /ý ... .. 
2000 
2001 
1998 % £ %O r 
1999 
2000 %O £ %O 
2001 
1998 
in T 
%£ 
%£ 
1999 
2000 
2001 nrn r ,,, 
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Part III. New Product Design & Development Process 
This part contains five sections that are used to initialise the stages of the NPDD 
process, in the Creative Factory model (figure 2). These stages are: idea generation 
and selection; business case development and selection; development and testing of 
prototype products and the full production and launch of the final product. At the end 
of these stages, post-project reviews take place to provide the firm with information 
about problems that may appear during the NPDD process and about the results of the 
new products in the market. 
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Launch 
& 
Production & 
Launch Plag, 
Figure B-2. Creative Factory's Model New Product Design & Development Process 
The important factor in the first stage is the ability of the firm to collect information 
from as many sources as possible in order to generate new ideas. The second stage 
considers your firm's attention to the studies, which are necessary for the business 
case construction for developing a new product concept. We validate the selection and 
prioritisation processes of concepts to proceed in the third stage. The prototype 
development stage is where the full development of the product takes place and heavy 
investment is necessary. In this stage, the importance is on the studies that need to be 
conducted in co-operation with your customers and the availability of resources for 
investment. The full production and launch stage considers the design of the 
production and launch plans and the timing of people involvement in the project. 
Finally, the post-project review section examines the degree of your firm in 
conducting such studies and the attention that management pays to them. 
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3. Idea Generation and Selection Evaluation 
1. How well does your firm use the following to create new ideas? 
Not well Could be better Verv well 
Customers' opinions, ideas 
and developments 
Engineering, Manufacturing 
and Quality departments' 
ideas 
External Inventors 
Patent publications 
iical publications or 
trading shows 
Rival products' development 
1998 
1999 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
00000000 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2001 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1998 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1999 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2001 p 0 0 p 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1998 Q Q Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1999 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2001 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1998 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1999 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2001 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1998 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1999 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Idea tank: ideas that the 1998 0000000O0Q 
employees bring forward 1999 OOOOOOOOOO 
outside the typical process or 2000 
old ideas that your firm has 
000000QQQQ 
filed 2001 0000OQOOOO 
Firms from other industrial 1998 0000QOOOOO 
sectors with a new 1999 0000000000 
technological development 2000 0000000000 
2001 QQQO0OOOOO 
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Unexpected success of a 
firm's own product or of 
another firm's product 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Unexpected social events, 1998 tý Q Q O Q O Q O Q O 
catastrophic or not 1999 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2001 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Firm's process weaknesses 1998 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1999 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2001 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Industry's structure changes 1998 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ö000 
High growth industrial areas 
Demographic changes & 
customer perception changes 
1998 p0000000 
1999 00000000 
lam 
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3. Which description better fits the ability pit your firm to generate new ideas fror new 
We are very creative. We analyse any source of information and O O O O 
opportunities and we are able to investigate and solve any problem 
We are creative, although we could collect some additional O O O O 
information and analyse more opportunities 
We generate some ideas but are mainly led by our customers and O O O O 
suppliers 
We have few ideas but it is difficult for us to investigate them further O O O O 
Other, please describe: 0000 
4. How would you evaluate the strength of the new ideas that have been accepted by your firm 
according to the following criteria'? 
Not strong Could be better Verv stront, 
Fit your firm's strategy 
Market attractiveness 
standards of your firm 
Other, please describe: 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1998 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1999 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2001 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1998 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1998 
1999 
2000 
2001 
1998 
1999 
2000 
2001 
1999 
000000000 
00000000 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
000 
0 
0 0 
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5. How long on average is your firm prepared to spend in order to collect information for a new 
project idea and to develop different concepts for this idea? 
Type of activities Year Time 
Accumulation of 1998 Months 
information 1999 Months 
2000 Months 
2001 Months 
Development of 1998 Months 
different concepts 1 Months 
2000 Months 
2001 Months 
6. If the investigation of new ideas and their development proves to be longer than your firm is 
prepared to spend, does your firm allow its employees to take some time out and then return to the 
oroiect? 
No, the employees Yes, your firm 
have to follow strictly appreciates that a 
the timetable Sometimes break may be 
2001 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7. Which of the following criteria are used and to what extent in order to justify prioritising an idea? 
Not Some times Always 
used used used 
Prioritisation criteria Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Your firm's margin return 1998 O O O Q O O O 0 O O 
1999 0 0 0 p 0 0 0 0 p p 
2000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2001 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Capital availability 1998 O O O O O O O O O O 
1999 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Other, please describe: 
1999 0000000000 
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8. How would you evaluate the ability of your firm to `kill' a project that is weak according to the 
selection criteria? 
We are not Whenever an idea 
able to kill 
anv idea 
Some weak ideas is not satisfactory 
it is killed 
1998 p00pp000p0 
1999 0 0 p 0 p 0 0 0 0 0 
2000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2001 0 p 0 0 p 0 0 0 p 0 
9. How would you evaluate the ability of your firm to prioritise ideas according to their importance 
for your firm? 
All the proposed Some weakly justified Only ideas that can have 
ideas are important ideas proceed strong justification 
for us proceed 
1998 0000000000 
1999 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2001 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10. How would you characterise the level of the margin return that the prioritised ideas have? 
i2001 0000000000 
11. How would you characterise the management's attitude to the selection of ideas for further 
investigation? 
We never kill Some weak ideas may Whenever an idea is 
an idea proceed not satisfactory it is 
1999 p0ppp0pppp 
1999 ppppp000p0 
2000 0000000000 
2001 0000000000 
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12. How would you characterise the management's attitude to the selection of ideas to be prioritised 
for immediate development and others to be held for future use? 
All the proposed Some weak justified Only ideas that have 
ideas are important ideas may proceed strong justification 
2001 0000000000 
13. How would you evaluate the adequacy of capital that has been invested in the idea creation 
process? 
Some capital is Investment covers 
No investment available but often late all the needs, or 
2001 O000000000 
4. Concept Development and Selection Evaluation 
1. How would you characterise the execution of the following surveys that your firm conducts in 
order to complete the customer and market study during the business case development of a new 
product concept? 
Never The survey is conducted Very good 
1999 0000000000 
1999 0000000000 
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2. How would you characterise the execution of the following surveys that your firm conducts in 
order to complete the necessary studies during the business case development of a new product 
concept? 
Never The survey is conducted Very good 
done but often ienored 
Technical & 
manufacturing 
studies 
Alternative technical solution 
study 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Actions of product 
development study 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Risk and Cost study 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Development time study 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Fit of Core Competencies 
analysis 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Patents & Legislation study 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cost per unit study 0000000000 
Other please describe: 0000000000 
Financial Customer and Market 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
studies attractiveness tests 
Demand conditions analysis 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Other please describe: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3. How would you characterise on average the quality of the proposed concepts according to their 
definition and plan of actions to be executed in the subsequent stage? 
Very low quality of Adequate quality but often the High quality 
definition and plan. They definition and plan need to definition and 
need to be developed in change later. plan. 
! 01 0000000000 
4. How would you characterise on average the quality of the proposed concepts according to their 
justification study? 
Justification study is The justification is often Very good 
i2001 0000000000 
1999 pp00p00000 
1999 QQQQQQQQQQ 
2000 QQQQQQQQQQ 
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5. How would you evaluate the strength of the concepts that have been accepted by your firm 
according to the following criter ia? 
Very low Could be be tter Very strong 
Selection criteria Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Unique benefits that they 1998 0 Q Q 0 0 0 0 0 O O 
offer to the customers 1999 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2001 0 p 0 p p 0 0 p 0 0 
Fit your firm's strategy 1998 Q Q Q O O Q Q Q Q Q 
1999 0 p 0 0 p 0 p p 0 p 
2000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2000 0000000000 
standards of your firm 
Other, please describe: 
0000 
0000000000 
0000000000 
0000 
2000 0000000000 
6. How long on average would you estimate your firm requires to realise each of the following 
studies (started in the year that is shown)? 
Type of study Year Time Type of study Year Time 
Customer & market 1998 Months Technical & 1998 Months 
study 1999 Months manufacturing 1999 Months study 
2000 Months 2000 Months 
Financial Study 1998 Months Project plan 1998 Months 
1999 Months 1999 Months 
2000 Months 2000 Months 
2001 Months 2001 Months 
Time to execute all 1998 Months 
the necessary studies 1000 , 
2000 Months 
2001 
Market attractiveness 1998 
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7. What is the ability of your firm to kill a product concept that is weak according to the selection 
criteria? 
We are not able Some weak concepts Whenever a concept 
to kill any proceed is not adequate it is 
concept killed 
1998 00p0000000 
1999 00p0000000 
2001 O000000000 
8. How would you characterise the management attitude according to the need of some product 
concepts to be selected for further investigation and others to be killed? 
We never kill a Some weak concepts are killed, but Whenever a concept is 
concept others may proceed unofficial not adequate is killed 
2001 0000000000 
9. How would you evaluate the ability of your firm to prioritise product concepts according to their 
importance to your firm? 
No ability to Some weakly justified Only business cases that 
prioritise, all business business cases proceed have strong justification 
2001 0000000000 
10. How would you characterise the management's attitude to prioritising selected concepts and others 
to be held for future use? 
All the proposed Some weakly justified business Only business cases that 
business cases are cases may proceed have strong justification 
2001 0000000000 
1999 0000000000 
1999 0000000000 
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11. Which of the following elements are important in order to justify a high priority for a concept and 
to what extent? 
Not Sometimes Very 
important importa nt important 
Prioritisation criteria Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Project Justification analysis 1998 O 0 0 0 O O O O 0 O 
1999 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2001 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Capital availability 1998 O O O O O O O O O O 
1999 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2001 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Strength of the selection 1998 O O O O O O O O O 0 
criteria 1999 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2001 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Other, please describe: 1998 O O O O O O O O O O 
1999 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2001 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12. How would you evaluate the adequacy of capital investment in the concept development process? 
Some capital is Investment covers 
No investment available but it is often all the needs, or 
at all late or in short supply even more 
1999 0000p00 0 0p 
2000 0000000 0 00 
2001 0000000 0 00 
5. Developing and Testing of Prototype Product 
1. How would you characterise on average the quality of the execution of the milestones that have 
been set by the project team to develop a prototype product? 
The milestones are Most of the milestones 
ignored executed in adequate 
All the milestones 
are executed in 
1998 p p 0 p 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1999 p p p p p 0 0 0 0 0 
2000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2001 Q Q Q O O O O O O O 
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2. How would you characterise the execution of the following surveys that your firm conducts in 
order to complete the necessary studies during the prototype product development stage? 
No study The study is conducted Very high 
carried out but often ignored attention 
Customer & 
market stud) 
Competition study 
Technical & Alternative technical solution 00 
manufacturing studies 
study Actions of product nO 
Development time 
Patents & Legislation study 0000000000 
Cost per unit study 
Demand conditions analysis 0000000000 
3. How much attention does your firm give to the studies that are conducted during the concept 
development stage (previous stage) in order to develop the ones in the prototype product 
development stage? 
No The study is often Very high 
rj7attention 
i pored attention 
Studies 123 -9 10 
rice üJ UJ L. US WI I ICI « mal KCt St uuy VVVVVVVVVV 
Previous technical & manufacturing study 00QQQQQQ0Q 
Previous financial study 0000000000 
4. How would you evaluate the adequacy of the capital investment in the development of prototype 
No investment 
Some capital is 
available but it is often 
Investment covers 
all the needs, or 
5. How long is the average time required for a proposed concept to be developed to a prototype 
product, implementing all the planned milestones? 
1998 Months 2000 Months 
1000 w ,r ýt 
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6. In case that the time of NPDD process is reducing over the last years, what is your estimate of the 
investment of your firm in accelerating its new product design and development process as a 
firm's sales or of 
1998 %£ I2000 % 
1999 %£' 2001 % 
7. How would you characterise on average the speed of the new product development process? 
Very slow Adequate, some times Very good, we 
could be faster bring a new 
product in the 
market faster than 
any rival 
Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1998 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1999 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2001 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
How would you evaluate the adequacy of capital investment in the acceleration of the new product 
design and development process'? 
Some capital is Investment covers 
No investment available but it is often all the needs, or 
1999 p 0 0 0 pp p p 0p 
2000 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 
2001 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 
2. How would you characterise the ability of your firm to launch adequately the new products'? 
No adequate resources 
for the new products 
Most of the resources 
are there, but often 
We have the right 
resources in place and 
1999 0000000000 
2000 0000000000 
2001 0000000000 
6. Production & Product Launch Evaluation 
1. How would you characterise the ability of your firm to produce a new product in high quality? 
We are not able to We can produce most We can produce any type 
produce adequately of the proposed new of product, in very high 
1999 00p0p00000 
2000 0000000000 
2001 0000000000 
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3. At which stage of the new product development process does the production team becomes 
involved in the project? 
Idea generation and selection OOOO 
Business case development OOOO 
After all the previous stages have been completed OOOO 
/laL-- . 1, ß..,.... J,., --n--- 
4. At which stage of the new product development process does the launch team becomes involved in 
the project? 
Business case development 
6. How would you evaluate the adequacy of capital investment in the production stage'? 
Some capital is Investment covers 
No investment available but it is often all the needs, or 
5. How would you characterise the beliefs of your firm's management according to when the design 
of production and product launch plans should start? 
All the previous stages Managers are personally 
need to be completed Sometimes actions involved in bringing the 
before the production may start early production team into 
& launch design starts action at the earliest stage 
After all the previous stages have been completed OOOO 
Other, please describe: OOOQ 
2001 0000000000 
2001 0000000000 
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7. How would you evaluate the adequacy of capital investment in the launching stage? 
Some capital is Investment covers 
No investment available but it is often all the needs, or 
9. How would you characterise the execution of the following studies that your firm conducts in 
order to complete the necessary production and marketing plans and customer & market study 
during the production & product launch stage? 
No study The study is conducted but Very high 
carried out often ignored attention 
Plans 
Production Manufacturing plan study Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q Q Q 
Plan Other plans such as logistics Q Q Q 0 0 0 Q Q Q Q 
and quality studies 
Other, please describe 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q Q Q Q 
Marketing Plan Latest customer & market 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q Q 
ctudv 
Price, position and promotion Q 0 Q Q 0 Q Q Q Q Q 
study 
Future expansion plans study 0 0 0 Q 0 Q 0 Q Q Q 
Other, please describe: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q Q 
Latest Competition study 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 
customer & Market portrait study 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
market study Macroeconomic analysis 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Customer involvement to Q Q 0 0 0 0 Q Q Q Q 
tests 
Other, please describe: 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1999 0000000000 
2000 0000000000 
2001 0p0p000000 
8. How long on average would you estimate the time that your firm requires for a production and a 
marketing plan to be implemented? 
... n" tl__ 1R__aL_ T_. __ _r" 
tl_ 
___ 
lR 
___a"__ 
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10. How much attention does your firm gives to the following elements in order to develop the 
production and marketing plans and the latest customer & market study during the production & 
launch stage? 
No 
attention 
The study is often Very high 
attention 
Firm's core competencies study 0000000000 
Latest customer & market stuay VVVVVVVVUU 
Customer & market study 0000000000 
conducted in the prototype 
7. Post Project Review 
1999 0 0 0 p 0p p p p 0 
2000 0 0 p 0 00 0 p 0 0 
2001 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 
2. How much attention does your firm 
Very low 
give to the elements of the post project review? 
The element is identified 
but often ignored 
Very high 
attention 
Elements 12 345 6 78 9 10 
Product success O O O O O O O O O O 
Comparison of expected O O O O O O O O O Q 
results with actual ones 
Attention to customers O O Q Q O O O Q Q Q 
opinions that the concept 
originally development 
teams gave 
Quality of fuzzy front end O O O O O O O O O O 
actions execution 
Quality of development O Q O O O O O O O O 
actions execution 
Mix of portfolio 0000000000 
Organisational structure OOOOOOOOOO 
support to NPD process 
Project teams multi- 0000000 
functionality & expertise 
How would you characterise the management's attitude to the post-project reviews? 
Whatever Every project needs to be 
happened is Some projects are reviewed after a period of 
past, no need reviewed if the project time to identify its success 
for any review team wishes and failures 
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Quality of prioritisation OOOOOOOOOO 
decisions during the NPD 
process 
Other, please describe: QOOOOOOOOO 
3. How would you evaluate the influence of the results of the post project reviews on the NPD 
process of your firm`? 
No effect at all Some effect The reviews have a 
significant 
influence on the 
NPD process 
1998 0000000000 
1999 0 p p p p p p 0 p p 
2000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2001 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Part IV. Business Factors 
This part investigates several areas of your company and their effect on the core 
innovation process. Section 8 examines the strategy of your firm according to the 
targets for the technological paths and strategic position. The initialisation of the 
Creative Factory model requires the status of your firm's strategy and the 
identification of its direction according to innovation. Additionally, it needs the 
degree of adequacy of resources that are committed to achieve the strategy. A 
limitation to the ability of a firm to develop a project or to achieve its strategic goals 
is the fit between the technological capabilities of the firm and the needs of projects or 
strategy. Section 9 explores your firm's technological capabilities and the actions that 
are taken to sustain or to improve their status. The risk taking policy of your firm is 
the subject of section 10. This policy determines the type of projects that are accepted 
for development. Often, however, some factors create the conditions to overtake the 
official policy and provide support to the acceptance of higher risk projects. 
The structure of the organisation is studied in section 11. The structure in the Creative 
Factory's has been designed around a cross-functional approach that provides 
independence to project teams in handling new product development. The type of 
employees that are necessary to execute the innovation process and to support 
adequately the organisational structure are the subject of section 12. We also examine 
the recruitment policy and the level of creative activity of the individuals. Finally, 
section 13 considers the organisational climate of the firm and how this affects the 
creative activity of the employees and the firm as a whole. 
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8. Corporate Strategy Evaluation 
1. How would you characterise the management's ideas about the technological paths and strategic 
position needs of your firm? 
We need no new abilities 
to improve our We are 
technology/market satisfied to be 
We want to be the 
state of the 
art/leaders of the 
market 
2001 000000000 
2. To what extent do you think that the management's ideas about its technological paths and 
strategic position are influenced by your firm's mechanism to identify opportunities and the status 
of the national innovation environment'? 
Managers' 
opinion cannot 
be influenced 
Managers are influenced 
sometimes but usually the 
influences are ignored 
Managers' opinion 
is totally based to 
the sources of 
influence 
3. How often does your firm change its strategy? 
Type of strategy Time Type of strategy Time 
Technological paths Months Strategic position Months 
4. If a change in your firm's strategy took place during the previous years, how long does your firm 
take to adopt this change? 
Tvne of strateeN Year Time TN ue of strateep. Vr Time 
Strategic Position 1998 OOOOOOOOOO 
1999 0000000000 
2000 0000000000 
Firm's national innovation 1998 O000000000 
environment 1999 OOOOOOOOOO 
2000 0000000000 
2001 0000000000 
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5. How would you evaluate the adequacy of capital that has been invested in order to implement the 
designed strategies? 
Some capital is 
No investment available but often late 
Investment covers 
all the needs, or 
even more 
00 
2000 0 00p p 00 p 0 0 
2001 0 000 0 00 0 0 0 
6. How long do you estimate the life cycle of the technology in your area and how often does a 
significant innovation (creative destructio n) appear in the sector? 
Year Time Year Time 
Technology's life 1998 Years Creative 1998 Years 
cycle 1999 
destruction 
Years frequency 1ý9 Years 
2000 Years 2000 Years 
2001 Years 2001 Years 
7. How would you evaluate the ability of your firm to react to unexpected technology and market 
changes? 
Very slow Very fast 
Type of strategy Year 1 234 5 : ; s. 
Technology changes 1998 O 0QQ 0 QO Q O Q 
1999 0 000 0 00 0 0 0 
2000 0 000 0 00 0 0 0 
2001 0 p0p p pp 0 p p 
Market changes 1998 p pp0 0 00 p 0 p 
1999 0 0pp p 0p 0 0 0 
2000 0 0pp 0 pp 0 p p 
Strategic position 1998 OOOOOOOOOO 
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9. Evaluation of Technological Capabilities 
Very good, but second generation of technology comparing to the 
state of the art 
O O O O 
Just appropriate 0 0 0 0 
Old but adequate O O O O 
Very old, require immediate investments O O O O 
Other, please describe: O O O O 
2. Which description better fits the technological knowledge of your firm (select one or more that 
Other, please describe: OOO 
3. What is the average adaptation or development period for new technology (assets and knowledge) 
in your firm'? 
Actions Months 
Development time by own research and development 
Direct investment in machinery adaptation time 
Co-operation with other industries adaptation time 
Training time 
New employees adaptation time 
Other, please describe: 
4. To what extent did the selections of your firm about technology and its future directions prove to 
be wrong? 
We never Some times the technology We have been totally 
select wrong that we selected proved to wrong in the 
2001 O000000000 
I. Which description better fits the technological assets of your firm (select one or more that come 
High level. Close to the latest developments; we are able to develop 30 (7) 0 
Poor. We need some external consultation OOOO 
Very poor. Lost touch with the technological developments. We need OOOO 
1999 UUU ý) U00000 
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5. How would you characterise the influence of your customers and suppliers in the selection of the 
technology that your firm adopted? 
They have no They have some They are leading 
influence, they influence on our our selection, their 
just follow our selection opinion is our 
6. In which of the following areas and to what extent did your firm's management decide to invest in 
order to increase your firm's technological assets and knowledge'? 
No need for Some investment may be Heavy 
investment necessary investment 
Decisions 
Direct Investment in 1998 OO OOOOO 0 O O 
machinery 19" 00 00000 0 0 0 
2000 00 00000 0 0 0 
In-house Development of 
new technology 
ng tecnnoiogy tnrougr 
ration with other firms 
In-house creation of new 
knowledge 
2001 
1998 
1999 
2000 
2001 
1998 
2000 
2001 
1998 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
20(W 0000000000 
0000000000 
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How would you evaluate the adequacy of capital that has been invested in order to sustain or 
improve the technological assets and knowledge of your firm? 
Some capital is Investment covers 
No investment available but often late all the needs, or 
at all or in shortages even more 
Type of competencies Year 1 2 3 4 6 7 r 
Technological assets 1998 0 O 0 O O Q Q O Q O 
1999 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2000 0 0 0 p p 0 p 0 0 0 
2001 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Technological knowledge 1998 O O O Q O Q O Q Q Q 
1999 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2000 0 0 p p p p p p 0 p 
2001 0000000000 
Merger QOQQ 
Other please describe: QOOQ 
Equity acquisitions OOOQ 
Co-development QOOQ 
Exclusive licensing OOOQ 
Joint venture OQOQ 
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1O. Risk Taking Policy Evaluation 
Level of novelty New to the globe 
Only new to the country of 
introduction 
% 
%O 
% 
%O 
% 
% 
% 
% 
Only new to your company % % % % 
Only new to the industrial % % % % 
sector of your company's 
operation 
Existing product's % % % % 
reposition to new market or 
cost reductions 
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 
How would you characterise the management's view of the development of high-risk projects'? 
Only very low risk Mainly low risk projects Very well justified 
projects are allowed are allowed but few well projects are allowed 
or very optimistically justified high risk ones even if they are high- 
3. To what extent do you think that the following take p lace in your firm? 
Never Some times Normal practice 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
'Work under the table' O O O O O O O O O O 
(Bootlegging) 
The management's enthusiasm O O O O O O O O O O 
overtakes the official risk 
Government funding of OOOOOOOOOO 
projects 
Participation in National or OOOOOOOOOO 
international Co-operative 
Project Selection based on OOOOOOOOOO 
Overoptimistic justification 
Recent high-risk success 300033333 
overtake the official policy 
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11. Organisation Structure Evaluation 
1. Which description better fits the organisational structure of your firm (select one or more that 
come close)? 
Simple structure, constructed by few top managers and a group of OOOO 
operators, who do the basic work, with no or minimal help from 
middle managers. 
Machine organisation, strongly hierarchical where the real power of OOOO 
coordination lies with the top management, and middle managers 
control the highly specialised work of the operators. 
icy, where market based project teams are created, with OOOO 
from different specialties, with the responsibility of decisions 
rosuug Willi we Icanla, wwi. u I pvI L UIIL . uy w Ul wN ulalragculcuL. 
Mission-oriented, where everybody shares an ideology or common OOOO 
aim. Standardised norms and ways of working are used that, when 
fully accepted by the members give them considerable autonomy to 
take decisions. 
Political organisation, where none of your firm's functions has OOOO 
significant dominance, and your firm tries to satisfy different people 
with different demands and levels of authority. 
Other, please describe: OOOO 
2. How would you evaluate the adequacy of capital that has been invested in the effort to achieve 
cross-functional integration? 
Some capital is Investment covers 
No investment available but it is often all the needs, or 
at all late or in short supply even more 
2001 0000000000 
3. How would to the number of employees? 
Very small (1-10 employees) OOOO 
Small (11-50 employees) OOOO 
Divisionalised form, where each division has its own internal OOOO 
structure and rules, and specialises in different markets and/or 
1999 0000000000 
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Typical 
documentation 
000 
Mainly typical 
documentation but some 
Face to face 
model 
of communication 1998 Q Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1999 0 p p 0 0 0 p p 0 p 
2000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4. Does your firm organise its projects around project groups? Yes I No I 
If no, go to section 12. 
5. How would you characterise the following factors in the project group's integration? 
Mainly the interaction is from 
the upstream group to the Continuous 
0000000000 
Timing of interaction 1998 O 000 
The upstream group The downstream group may All the time 
contacts the start early but the main from the 
downstream when it interaction is at the beginning of 
has finished its job completion of the upstream's the process 
2000 0000000000 
2001 0000000000 
The groups communicate many times 
Batch, but the upstream group provides Intensive and 
6. How would you evaluate the following factors in the individual project group's structure? 
No powers The leader has some powers but Very powerful 
at all often he is overtaken by higher 
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The group's The group can design some The group's 
structure is elements of its structure structure 
exactly as within your firm's general can be 
your firm's framework totally 
different 
Factors Year 12 345 
Independence of the group's 1998 OO QOQOO O OO 
structure from the general 19 O OOOOO O OO firm structure 
2000 OO QOOOO O OO 
2001 O OOOOO O OO 
Some responsibilities, but the 
No central decisions are taken by Totally 
'el of responsibility to take 1998 OOOOOOOOOO 
decisions for resources 1OOOOOOOOOO 
allocation 
el of responsibility to take 
decisions for project's 
execution 
000 
No 
responsibility 
Some responsibilities, but the 
central decisions are taken by 
Four firm's executhcs 
Totally 
responsible 
Factors Year 1 2 3 4567 8 
of responsibility for the 1998 O O O OOOO O O Q 
project's evaluation 1999 O O 0 O00O O O O 
2000 0 0 0 0000 0 0 0 
2001 ( ( ( nnnn n ( n 
of role identification 1998 OOOOOOOOOO 
n the members of the 1OOOOOOOOOO 
group 
2000 nrnrN n r, n 
2000 0000000000 
2001 0000000000 
Some responsibilities, but the 
No central decisions are taken by Totally 
Some members know Very clear, 
their own role but they everybody knows 
Confused are not clear about the his/her role and 
others' roles those of the other 
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Everybody Specialists in some fields We have 
has similar but not in others specialists from 
expertise all relevant fields 
Factors Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 P. kam,;,, 
vel of multifunctionality in 1998 O 0 O O O O O O OO 
the group 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 
2000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 
2001 
12. Evaluation of Creative Individuals 
I. Are there sufficient persons employed to allow the execution of innovation-related tasks? 
We have some We have as many as are 
High shortage but sometimes needed and some for 
of em ployees we need more future innovathe projects 
Type of characters Year 1 2 3 4: 8 9 10 
Project managers 1998 0 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 
1999 0 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 
2000 0 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 
2001 0 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 
Supporters for projects 1998 0 0 0 000 0 0 Q 0 
(sponsors) 19" n n n nnn n n n n 
Total employees 
2000 UUUUUUUUUU 
2001 0000000000 
2000 0000000000 
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2. How adequate is the capital that has been invested in order to recruit more employees for your 
firm's innovation activity and to fund actions to promote creative activity within your firm? 
Some capital is Investment covers 
No investment available but it is often all the needs, or 
at all late or in short supply even more 
Tvne of action Year 12345678 7-77F 7"JEF-- 
Recruitment of more people 1998 O O O O O O O O O O 
1999 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2001 n n n n n n n n n n 
Promotion of creative activity 1998 O O O O O O O O O O 
within your firm 19" 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2001 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3. To what percent would you estimate the employee recruitment and withdrawal rate per year? 
Year Recruitment Year Withdraw 
1998 % 1998 % 
1999 % 1999 % 
2000 % 2000 % 
2001 % 2001 % 
4. How long would you consider the recruitment delay from the moment that a need for employees is 
identified? 
Creative activity of the 
employees 
1"8 Months 2000 Months 
1999 Months 2001 Months 
5. How would you evaluate the following elements? 
Very More successes, Very 
ineffective than failures effective 
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13. Organisational Climate Evaluation 
1. Which description better fits the organisational climate of your firm? 
Fear for change. No Continuous improvement. 
mistakes allowed here Reward innovation, tolerance 
2001 0000000000 
2. How long does it take for organisational culture chap es to be implemented within our firm? 
1998 Months 2000 Months 
1999 Months 2001 Months 
3. To what extent would you consider your firm's successes to be correlated with the organisational 
culture? 
1999 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 p 0 0 
2001 0 0 p 0 p p 0 p 0 p 
4. How would you evaluate the following elements to the formation of the organisational culture'? 
Verv low Very inspiring 
National Culture 1998 O O O O O O O O O Q 
1999 0 0 0 0 0 0 p p 0 p 
2000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
` 2001 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Senior Management's Culture 1998 O O O O O O O O Q O 
1999 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Recognition of success 1998 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1999 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2000 O O O O O O O O O O 
2001 
1999 0000000000 
2001 0000000000 
No Your firm accepts 
tolerance/ mistakes and 
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Correspondence Information 
Would you please fill in your name and address in the box below, or staple your 
business card to the questionnaire. 
Name: 
Position in your firm: 
Mailing address: 
Post Code: 
Phone number: 
E-mail address: 
Fax number: 
Q Fill in the box if you would like to receive feedback of the results from this questionnaire. 
Q Fill in the box if your firm willing to apply the Creative Factory model to assess its innovation 
activity. 
Thank you very much for filling this questionnaire. 
Please feel free to fill in the next space if you have any comment about this survey, or 
any thoughts that could improve this questionnaire. 
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Appendix C Simulation Results 
This appendix is complementary to Chapter 6. The comparison of the data that have 
been collected from the case studies and the simulation of the influential factors and 
core innovation process factors for Eurofood and Elegrec cases are presented here. 
C. 1 Testing the Case of Eurofood 
The following section presents the factors that influence the core innovation process 
for Eurofood and the subsequent section presents the factors of the core innovation 
process. 
C. 1.1 The factors which Influence the Core Innovation Process of 
Eurofood 
The corporate strategy of Eurofood is characterised as `adequate' according to the 
NPDD process. The management and the organisational processes have focused on 
the side of marketing and the positioning of the firm in the market. On the other hand 
the strategy related to technological developments is characterised as `adequate' or 
even `poor'. 
The risk taking policy is very conservative, with the firm always taking the `safe 
position'. It does not promote projects that could be characterised as highly innovative 
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and the firm has managed to avoid any factor that could become a high-risk project. 
The overall climate however in the firm is characterised as very good, because the 
employees' efforts are directed to the market trends and their successes are recognised 
by the firm. The simulation output for these factors is presented in Figure C-1 The 
organisational climate shows a difference because the model takes into account the 
inability of the firm to generate innovative products, something that the industrialists 
do not correlate with their views. 
Table C-1. Summary of Eurofood Strategy's, Risk Taking Policy and Climate Characteristics 
Strategy Risk Taking Policy Organisational 
Climate 
Readiness to React Ad. Management's Risk L. Importance of Culture V. H. 
to Technology Level Acceptance to Success 
Changes 
Readiness to React Ad. Bootlegging V. L. Senior Managers' V. G: 
to Market Changes Culture Ex. 
Adequacy of Capital V. G: Animal Spirit V. L. Tolerance to Mistakes V. G: 
Availability for G. Ex. 
Technological Paths 
Adequacy of Capital G. Government V. L. Recognition of V. G: 
Availability for Funding Success Ex. 
Strategic Position 
Management Ideas V. G: Cooperative Projects V. L. 
for Position G. 
Management Ideas P. Over optimism V. L. 
for Technology 
Recent High Risk V. L. 
Success 
MCI v. l..: 'very Low' 
Ex. 'Excellent' L: 'Low' 
V. G.: 'Very Good' M.: 'Medium' 
G.: 'Good' H.: 'High' 
Ad.: 'Adequate' V. H.: 'Very High' 
P.: 'Poor' 
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Figure C-1. Simulation Output for Corporate Strategy, Risk Taking Policy and Organisational 
Climate for Eurofood 
The core competencies of Eurofood are characterised as `adequate-to-good', as the 
firm invests directly in machinery. The competencies, however, of Eurofood are on 
the marketing of products and on this side the firm is very strong. The organisational 
structure is highly hierarchical, but the employees know their roles and can identify 
the roles of the others. Additionally the firm can find, either within its workforce or 
from the external employee pool, the type of employees that it needs at any time. 
These inputs are summarised in Table C-2 and the successful simulation of the 
creative factory model for these factors is illustrated in Figure C-2. The strongly 
hierarchical structure of the firm is characterised as `poor' by the creative factory, as 
it is a structure that cannot easily promote high innovation activity. 
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Table C-2. Summary of Eurofood Characteristics according to its Core Competencies, Structure 
and Employees Needs 
Core Competencies Structure Employees 
Investment in Direct V. G. Project Groups P. Existence of Project V. G. 
Machinery Direction of Managers 
Acquisition Interaction 
Investment in in- P. Timing of P. Existence of Sponsors V. G. 
house Development Interaction 
of Technology 
Investment in in- P. Frequency of P. Existence of V. G. 
house Development Communication Champions 
of Knowledge 
Investment in Ad. Richness of P. Existence of V. G. 
Training Communication Gatekeepers 
Investment for V. G. Strength of Group's P. Existence of Idea V. G. 
Cooperation with Leader Generators 
other firms 
Ability of firm to P. Independence from P. Others V. G. - 
Avoid Wrong Firm's Structure Ex. 
Technology 
Directions 
Responsibility for P. Adequacy of V. G. 
Decisions Recruitment Policies Ex. 
Responsibility for P. 
Execution 
Responsibility for P. 
Evaluation 
Identification of V. G. -Ex. 
Roles 
Multi-functionalit y Ad. 
Index 
Ex.: 'Excellent' V. G.: 'very good' Ad.: 'adequate' 
G.: 'good' P.: 'poor' 
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Figure C-2. Simulation Output for Core Competencies, Organisational Structure and Employees 
Availability for Eurofood 
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C. 1.2 The Core Innovation Process of Eurofood 
The in-house research of the firm focuses on the production processes and the use of 
new materials. This effort is characterised as `very good'. The concentration of the 
firm on customer preferences has intensified in the last few years, with the result that 
there has been an improvement in the overall research effort which is now focused on 
customer needs. Other areas however that could benefit from research are not 
considered of high importance by the firm. The simulation of the in-house research is 
shown in Figure C-3 with the inputs summarised in Table C-3. The simulation shows 
that the firm's knowledge is characterised as `adequate', in contrast to the estimations 
of the industrialists, because the model includes the ability of the firm to integrate the 
research into the firm. This ability is influenced by the organisational structure, a 
factor that is not considered by the industrialists. 
Table C-3. Summary of Eurofood In-house Research, Idea Generation and Concept Generation 
Activities 
In-house Research Idea Generation Concept Generation 
Management's V. G. Attention to Sources Ad. Development of V. G. 
Support for Research of Information & Technical and 
Opportunities Manufacturing Study 
Understanding of the Ad. Ability to Overtake G. Development of V. G. 
Benefits from Frustration from the Customer and Market 
Research Idea Investigation Study 
Process 
Funds Adequacy for V. G. Validation of Ideas V. G. Development of Ad. 
Research against Criteria Financial Study 
Decisiveness of the V. G. -Ex. Validation of Concept V. G. - 
firm to kill weak against Selection G. 
Ideas Criteria 
Prioritisation V. G. Decisiveness of the _ V. G. 
procedures of Ideas firm to kill weak Ex. 
Concepts 
Decisiveness of the V. G. -Ex. Prioritisation G. 
firm to Prioritise procedures of 
Selected Ideas Concepts 
Decisiveness of the V. G. - 
firm to Prioritise Ex. 
Selected Concepts 
tnaex 
Ex.: 'Excellent' V. G.: 'very good' Ad.: 'adequate' 
G.: 'good' P.: 'poor' 
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Figure C-3. Simulation of in-house Research Effort for Eurofood 
The single-dimensional research at Eurofood, affects the ideas generation of the firm. 
The firm attaches great importance to the market but little importance to other sources 
of information or opportunities. The selection and the prioritisation processes are 
strictly followed. The firm, however, manages to ease the frustration of employees 
when something goes wrong (Figure C-4). The model gives a lower status for the 
selection and prioritisation of ideas although the procedures are followed by the firm, 
because of the status of the firm's knowledge and risk acceptance. These factors affect 
the process and the firm selects and prioritises less innovative products. 
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Figure C-4. Simulation of Idea Generation Stage for Eurofood 
Similarly, the procedures for concept development are executed very carefully and the 
selection of new projects is characterised as `good' or `very good-to-good' by the 
industrialists. The risk taking policy of the firm however affects the concept selection, 
by not allowing higher risk projects to proceed for development, something that is 
illustrated in the results of the simulation (Figure C-5). 
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Figure C-5. Simulation of Concept Generation Stage for Eurofood 
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Table C-4. Summary of Eurofood Prototype Development, Production and Launch Stages and 
Post Project Review 
Prototype Production & Post Project Review 
Development Launch Stages 
Further Development V. G. Early Involvement Ad. Management's V. G. - 
of Technical and attitude to the need of G. 
Manufacturing Study Post Project Review 
Further Development V. G. Support Ad. Influence of Post V. G. - 
of Customer and Management for Project Review to G. 
Market Study Early Involvement NPDD Process 
Further Development V. G. Development of V. G. -G. Attention to the G. 
of Financial Study Production Plant elements of Post 
Project Review 
Customer V. G. -G. Development of V. G. -Ex. 
Involvement to Launch Plan 
Prototype 
Development 
Execution of G. -Ad. Capital Adequacy to Ad. 
Milestones that have Implement 
been set in the Production Plan 
Project Plan 
Adequacy of Capital G. Capital Adequacy to V. G. -Ex. 
for Prototype Implement Launch 
Development Plan 
Speed of G. -Ad. 
Development 
Adequacy of Capital V. G. 
to Accelerate 
Development 
Index 
Ex.: 'Excellent' V. G.: 'very good' Ad.: 'adequate' 
G.: 'good' P.: 'poor' 
The development processes continue at a good level. However, the execution of the 
milestones that have been set in the project plan, are not always achieved within the 
cost and time limits set. Furthermore the capital adequacy for the development stage 
is evaluated as `poor'. Additionally these last stages are involved in the NPDD 
process late, in a sequential manner. This affects the speed of the process but the 
overall speed is characterised as `good-to-adequate' compared to the average speed of 
the sector and the life cycle of the products. Finally the firm carries out post project 
reviews and their influence on the firm is characterised as good. The summary of 
these inputs for the model are summarised in Table C-4. The simulation of the 
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creative factory model for these factors is shown in Figure C-6, which characterises 
them as successful. 
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Figure C-6. Simulation of the Development Stages, the Launch and the Post Project Review for 
Eurofood 
C. 2 Testing the Case of Elegrec 
This section summarises the comparison of the influential factors and the core 
innovation process of Elegrec with the simulation of the creative factory model. 
C. 2.1 The Factors that Influence the Core Innovation Process of Elegrec 
The corporate strategy is characterised, in the case study as `very good'. The firm 
believes that it reacts very well to technological changes and market changes, but does 
not invest enough in order to achieve changes and to implement new strategies. 
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Table C-5. Summary of Elegrec Strategy's, Risk Taking Policy and Climate Characteristics 
Strategy Risk Taking Policy Organisational 
Climate 
Readiness to React V. G. -Ex. Management's Risk H. Importance of Culture V. H. 
to Technology Level Acceptance to Success 
Changes 
Readiness to React V. G. -Ex. Bootlegging V. L. Senior Managers' G. 
to Market Changes Culture 
Adequacy of Capital G. Animal Spirit V. L. Tolerance to Mistakes Ad. -P. 
Availability for 
Technological Paths 
Adequacy of Capital G. Government M. -L. Recognition of Ad. 
Availability for Funding Success 
Strategic Position 
Management Ideas V. G. -Ex. Cooperative Projects M. 
for Position 
Management Ideas V. G. Over optimism L. 
for Technology 
Recent High Risk L. 
Success 
Index 
Ex.: 'Excellent' 
V. G.: 'Very Good' 
G.: 'Good' 
Ad.: 'Adequate' 
P.: 'Poor' 
V. L.: 'Very Low' 
L.: 'Low' 
M.: 'Medium' 
H.: 'High' 
V. H.: 'Very High' 
The risk taking policy that Elegrec follows is `adequate'. The products are usually of 
low or average novelty, and the management's official policy is to accept very few 
higher risk projects. Additionally, other activities that could overcome this official 
policy are not taking place, keeping the novelty of the products at a low level. 
Furthermore the climate in the company is not very good, with the tolerance to 
mistakes and the recognition of success only at the medium level. These factors are 
summarised in Table C-5. Figure C-7 shows the simulation of these factors by the 
creative factory model. The simulation shows that the relevant answers of the 
industrialists are overoptimistic, because they compare the firm's activities nationally 
and not internationally. The creative factory model however, compares these activities 
with best practices derived from international data. Thus, the corporate strategy is 
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evaluated as `adequate', the risk taking policy as `poor-to-adequate' and the firm's 
climate as `adequate'. 
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Figure C-7. Simulation Output for Corporate Strategy, Risk Taking Policy and Organisational 
Climate for Elegrec 
The core competencies of Elegrec are considered as `good-to-adequate' as the firm 
invests in technology acquisition and in in-house development, but very often 
investment is made in the wrong technologies. The firm's structure is characterised as 
adequate. The firm is very large for the standards of the country. Although it is 
organised around multifunctional teams, the interaction between these teams seems 
not to be very successful. Additionally the project teams are not allowed to generate 
their own structure, but they follow the direction of the firm's structure which, for 
some projects, may prove to be inappropriate. 
On the other hand, however, the firm does not appear to have any problems in finding 
the necessary employees. This is because the high prestige of the sector for young- 
highly-educated people and the high prestige of the firm among the Greek industries. 
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These observations are summarised in Table C-6. Figure C-8 illustrates the successful 
simulation of these elements that appear at the same levels as described in the case 
study 
Table C-6. Summary of Elegrec Characteristics according to its Core Competencies, Structure 
and Employees Needs 
Core Competencies Structure Employees 
Investment in Direct G. Project Groups G. Existence of Project V. G. 
Machinery Direction of Managers 
Acquisition Interaction 
Investment in in- V. G. Timing of P. Existence of Sponsors V. G. 
house Development Interaction 
of Technology 
Investment in in- G. Frequency of G. Existence of V. G. 
house Development Communication Champions 
of Knowledge 
Investment in V. G. -Ex. Richness of G. Existence of V. G. 
Training Communication Gatekeepers 
Investment for Ad. -P. Strength of Group's G. Existence of Idea V. G. 
Cooperation with Leader Generators 
other firms 
Ability of firm to V. P. Independence from P. Others V. G. - 
Avoid Wrong Firm's Structure Ex. 
Technology 
Directions 
Responsibility for G. Adequacy of V. G. 
Decisions Recruitment Policies 
Responsibility for G. 
Execution 
Responsibility for G. 
Evaluation 
Identification of V. G. 
Roles 
Multi-functionality V. G. 
ndex 
Ex.: 'Excellent' V. G.: 'very good' Ad.: 'adequate' 
G.: 'good' P.: 'poor' V. P.: 'Very Poor' 
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Figure C-8. Simulation Output for Core Competencies, Organisational Structure and Employees 
Availability for Elegrec 
C. 2.2 The Core Innovation Process of Elegrec 
Elegrec is investing heavily in in-house research and the whole company supports the 
research activities. The firm's efforts however, are limited by the sector's overall 
knowledge in Greece. Additionally, the firm is restricted to limited sources of 
information and opportunities in order to identify new ideas for products. 
Furthermore, in the early stages, the project teams and the management are reluctant 
to kill ideas, although they follow a strict selection process, with the result that 
resources are wasted. The concept generation process however is characterised as 
very good. The firm develops the necessary studies very carefully and proceeds to a 
strict selection and prioritisation process with very high determination to kill weak 
projects and prioritise the remaining ones. The summary of these inputs for the 
creative factory are shown in Table C-7. The simulation of the model for these factors 
is illustrated in Figure C-9, Figure C-10 and Figure C-11. Elegrec's firm's knowledge 
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is shown with a relatively low status because of the effect of the knowledge of the 
sector in Greece and the low creative activity of the employees. The latter is due to 
the organisational climate and the low level of risk acceptance. 
Table C-7. Summary of Elegrec In-house Research, Idea Generation and Concept Generation 
Activities 
In-house Research Idea Generation Concept Generation 
Management's V. G. Attention to Sources G. -Ad. Development of V. G. 
Support for Research of Information & Technical and 
Opportunities Manufacturing Study 
Understanding of the V. G. -Ex. Ability to Overtake P. Development of V. G. 
Benefits from Frustration from the Customer and Market 
Research Idea Investigation Study 
Process 
Funds Adequacy for G. -Ad. Validation of Ideas V. G. Development of Ad. 
Research a ainst Criteria Financial Study 
Decisiveness of the Ad. Validation of Concept V. G V. G. 
firm to kill weak against Selection 
Ideas Criteria 
Prioritisation V. G. -G. Decisiveness of the V. G. - 
procedures of Ideas firm to kill weak Ex. 
Conce is 
Decisiveness of the G. Prioritisation V. G. - 
firm to Prioritise procedures of G. 
Selected Ideas Concepts 
Decisiveness of the V. G. - 
firm to Prioritise Ex. 
Selected Concepts 
Ind 
Ex.: 'Excellent' V. G.: 'very good' Ad.: 'adequate' 
G.: 'good' P.: 'poor' 
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Figure C-9. Simulation of in-house Research Effort for Elegrec 
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Figure C-10.. Simulation of Idea Generation Stage for Elegrec 
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Figure C-11. Simulation of Concept Generation Stage for Elegrec 
The development stages (Table C-8) continue at a `good' or `very good' level but the 
production and launch teams are involved late in the process, creating problems for 
the successful development of the product. The overall NPDD speed has improved in 
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the last year, bringing it to a `good-to-very good' level that can follow technological 
developments in this fast changing sector (Figure C-12). 
Table C-8. Summary of Elegrec Prototype Development, Production and Launch Stages and Post 
Project Review 
Prototype Production & Post Project Review 
Development Launch Stages 
Further Development V. G. Early Involvement Ad. -P. Management's V. G. - 
of Technical and attitude to the need of Ex. 
Manufacturing Study Post Project Review 
Further Development V. G. Support Ad. Influence of Post V. G. 
of Customer and Management for Project Review to 
Market Study Early Involvement NPDD Process 
Further Development V. G. Development of V. G. -G. Attention to the V. G. 
of Financial Study Production Plant elements of Post 
Project Review 
Customer V. G. Development of V. G. 
Involvement to Launch Plan 
Prototype 
Development 
Execution of V. G. Capital Adequacy to V. G. 
Milestones that have Implement 
been set in the Production Plan 
Project Plan 
Adequacy of Capital V. G. Capital Adequacy to V. G. 
for Prototype Implement Launch 
Development Plan 
Speed of G. N. G. 
Development 
Adequacy of Capital V. G. 
to Accelerate 
Development 
kid" 
Ex.: 'Excellent' V. G.: 'very good' Ad.: 'adequate' 
G.: 'good' P.: 'poor' 
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Figure C-12. Simulation of the Development Stages, the Launch and the Post Project Review for 
Elegrec 
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Appendix D Equations of the Model 
Q Accummulatel_Proto_Proportion(t) = Accummuiatel_Proto_Proportion(t - dt) + (Create-Av_Mil_Cost) 
* dt 
INIT Accummulatel_Proto_Proportion = 1.121 
INFLOWS: 
Create_Av_Mil_Cost = IF(Time<5) 
Then(CA_Proto_calculation) 
ELSE(0) 
Q Accummulate_AR_Proportion(t) = Accummulate_lR_Proportlon(t - dt) + (Create.. Av_AR_Cost) " dt 
INIT Accummulate_AR_Proportion - 4.5 
INFLOWS: 
Create_Av AR_Cost = IF(Time<5) 
Then(CA. AR_calculation) 
ELSE(0) 
Q Accummulate_BC_Proportion(t) = Accummulate_BC_Proportion(t - dt) + (Create-Av_BC_Cost) * dt 
INIT Accummulate_BC_Proportion = 0.37375 
INFLOWS: 
. Create_Av_BC_Cost = IF(Time<5) 
Then(CA BC_calculation) 
ELSE(0) 
0 Accummulate_CA_for_AR(t) = Accummulate_CA_for-AR(t - dt) + (Create-Av_AR_CA) * dt 
INIT Accummulate_CA_for_AR = 90 
INFLOWS: 
' Create_4v_AR_CA = IF(Time<5) 
Then(First_years_Adequacy_of_AR_fu nds) 
ELSE(0) 
Q Accummulate_CA_for_Concept(t) = Accummulate_CA_for_Concept(t - dt) + 
(Create_Av_Concept_CA) * dt 
INIT Accummulate_CA_for_Concept = 80 
INFLOWS: 
-ba Create_Av_Concept_CA = IF(Time<5) 
Then(First_years_CA_for_Business_Case) 
ELSE(0) 
o Accummulate_CA_for_ER(t) = Accummulate_CA_for_ER(t - dt) + (Create Av_ER_CA) * dt 
INIT Accummulate_CA_for_ER = 90 
INFLOWS: 
Create_Av_ER_CA = IF(Time<5) 
Then(First_years_Adequacy_of_ED_funds) 
ELSE(0) 
0 Accummulate_CA_for_Ideation(t) = Accummulate_CA_for_Ideation(t - dt) + (Create_Av_Idea_CA) 
dt 
INIT Accummulate_CA_for_Ideation = 80 
INFLOWS: 
Abo Create_Av_Idea_CA = IF(Time<5) 
Then(First_years_CA_for_Ideation) 
ELSE(0) 
Q Accummulate_CA_for_Launch(t) = Accummulate_CA_for_Launch(t - dt) + (Create_Av_Launch_CA) 
dt 
INIT Accummulate_CA_for_Launch = 80 
INFLOWS: 
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Create_Av_Launch_CA = IF(Tiime<5) 
Then(Flrst_years_CA for_Launch) 
ELSE(0) 
M Accummulate_CA_for_Production(t) = Accummulate_CA_for_Production(t - dt) 
(Create_Av_Productlon_CA) " dt 
INIT Accummulate_CA_for_Production = 80 
INFLOWS: 
-bo Create_Av_Production_CA = IF(Time<5) 
Then(First_years_CA for_Production) 
ELSE(0) 
D Accummulate_CA_for_Prototype(t) = Accummulate_CA_for_Prototype(t - dt) + 
(Create Av_Proto_CA) * dt 
INIT Accummulate_CA_for_Prototype = 80 
INFLOWS: 
Create_Av_Proto_CA = IF(Time<5) 
Then(First_years_CA_forMilestones) 
ELSE(O) 
Q Accummulate_CA_for_Speed(t) = Accummulate_CA_for_Speed(t - dt) + (Create Av_Speed_CA) ' dt 
INIT Accummulate_CA_for_Speed = 80 
INFLOWS: - 
Cbo Create_Av_Speed_CA = IF(Time<5) 
Then(FI rst_years_CA_for_Speed) 
ELSE(O) 
CI Accummulate_ED_Proportion(t) = Accummuläte_ED_Proportion(t - dt) + (Create Av_ED_Cost) * dt 
INIT Accummulate_ED_Proportion = 10.43 
INFLOWS: 
-Oo Create_Av_ED_Cost = IF(Time<5) 
Then(CA_ED calculation) 
ELSE(0) 
Q Accummulate_First_No_NP(t) = Accummulate_First_No_NP(t - dt) + (Create-4v_First_No_NP) " dt 
INIT Accummulate_First_No_NP 11 
INFLOWS: 
4o Create_Av_First_No_NP = IF(TIME<5) 
THEN (First_years_No_of_New_Products) 
ELSE(0) 
Q Accummulate_First_Saies_index-per_NP(t) = Accummulate_First_Sales_Index_per_NP(t - dt) + 
(Create_Av_First_Sales£) * dt 
INIT Accummulate_First_Sales_index_per_NP = 17.63 
INFLOWS: 
Create_Av_First_Sales£ = IF(Time<5) 
The n(First_years_Salos_index-per_New_Product) 
ELSE(O) 
Q Accummulate_First_Sales_index_per_OP(t) = Accummulate_First_Salos lndexper_OP(t - dt) + 
(Create_Av_First_Sales_OP) * dt 
INIT Accummulate_First_Sales_index-per_OP = 41.25 
INFLOWS: 
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Create_Av_First_Sales_OP = IF(Time<5) - 
Then(First_years_Sales_indexper_OId_Product) 
ELSE(O) 
Q Accummulate_Idea_Proportion(t) = Accummulate_Idea_Proportion(t - dt) + (Create . 
Av_Idea_Cost) 
dt 
INIT Accummulate_Idea_Proportion = 0.37375 
INFLOWS: 
 bo CreateJlv_Idea_Cost = IF(Time<5) 
Then(CA`Ideation_calculation) 
ELSE(0) 
Q Accummulate_Lau_Proportion(t) = Accummulate_Lau_Proportion(t - dt) + (Create Av_Lau_Cost) * dt 
INIT Accummulate_Lau_Proportion = 1.869 
INFLOWS: 
Create_Av_Lau_Cost = IF(Time<5) 
Then(CA_Launch_calculation) 
ELSE(O) 
E3 Accummulate_Prod_Proportion(t) = Accummulate_Prod_Proportion(t - dt) + (Create_Av_Prod_Cost) 
dt 
INIT Accummulate_Prod_Proportion = 1.869 
INFLOWS: 
ö Create_Av_Prod_Cost = IF(Time<5) 
Then(CA`Productioncalculation) 
ELSE(O) 
Cl Accummulate_Speed_Proportion(t) = Accummulate_Speed_Proportion(t - dt) + 
(Create_Av_Speed_Cost) * dt 
INIT Accummulate_Speed_Proportion = 2.5 
INFLOWS: 
40 Create-Av_Speed_Cost = IF(Time<5) 
Then(CA_Speed_calculation) 
ELSE(O) 
Q Accumulate_First_Success(t) = Accumulate_First_Success(t - dt) + (Create_lv_First_Success) " dt 
INIT Accumulate-First-Success = 65 
INFLOWS: 
Create Av_First_Success = IF(Time<5) 
Then(N P_Chances_to_Succeed) 
ELSE(0) 
Q Accumulation_of_Info_&_Opp(t) = Accumulation_of_Info_&_Opp(t " dt) + (FIow_ofJccumulation_of_Info_&_Opp) * dt 
INIT Accumulation_of_Info_&_Opp = 55 
INFLOWS: 
Flow_of_ ccumulation_of_Info_&_Opp = 
(Mechanism of_Info_&_Opp-Accumulation_of_Info_&_Opp)/Accumulation_Dolay 
Q AR-Fund-Adequacy(t) 
= AR_Fund_Adequacy(t - dt) + (CA_AR) * dt INIT AR-Fund-Adequacy = 90 
INFLOWS: 
CA_AR = IF(100"Applied_Research_Funds/Average AR£_Best Funds<100) 
TH EN(100"Applied_Research_Funds/Average_ARý-BesLFunds-AR_Fund_Adoquacy) 
ELSE(100-AR_Fund_Adequacy) 
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Assimilation_of_Information(t) = Assimilation_of_Information(t - dt) + (Assimilation-Formation) * dt 
INIT Assimilation_of_Information = 60 
INFLOWS: 
lbo Assimilation_Formatlon = 
(Accumulation_of_I nfo_&_Opp+Firm's_Knowledge+Organisational_Structure)/3-Assimilation_ 
- of_Information 
Attention_to_Sources_of_Information(t) = Attention_to_Sources_of_Information(t " dt) + 
(Attention_to_Information_Change) ` dt 
INIT Attention_to_Sources_of_Information = 50 
INFLOWS: 
Attention to_Information_Change = 
((Customers+l nventors+Management+Rival_Products+(Idea. Tank+Internal_Departments+Ot 
her_Publications+Patents_Publications+Suppliers+Outsiders)/6)/5)-Attention to_Sources_of_ 
Information 
p Attention to_Sources_of_Opportunities(t) = Attention_to_Sources_of_Opportunities(t - dt) + 
(Attention-to-Opportunities-Change) * dt 
INIT Attention_to_Sources_of_Opportunities = 50 
INFLOWS: 
s* Attention to_Opportunities_Change = 
(New_Knowledge+Unexpected_Success+U nexpected_Faiiu ro+Process_Weaknesses+Conve 
rging_Technologies+(Unexpected_Social_Events+Industry_Structure_Change+Market_Struct 
u re_Change+High_G rowth+Demog raphic_Changes+Customer_Perception_Changes)/6)/6-At 
tention_to_Sources_of_Opportunities 
Basic_Research_Funds(t) = Basic_Research_Funds(t - dt) + (Basic_Research_Funds_Chango) * dt 
INIT Basic_Research_Funds = 60 
INFLOWS: 
iOt Basic Research_Funds_Change = 
Basic_Research_Funds_Formation-Basic_Research_Funds 
EI Capital_Adequacy_for_Concept Design(t) = Capital Adequacy_for_Concept_Design(t - dt) + 
(CA_BC) * dt 
INIT Capital_Adequacy_for_Concept_Design = 80 
INFLOWS: 
40o CA_BC = IF(100"Investment_on_Concept_Development/Average_BC Bestfunds<100) 
THEN (100"Investment_on_Concept_Deveiop ment/Ave rag e_BC£ 
_Best_funds-Capital_Adequacy_for 
Concept_Design) 
ELSE(100-Capital Adequacy_for_Concept_Design) 
Q Capital-Adequacy-for-Ideation(t) = Capital_Adequacy_for_ldeation(t " dt) + (CA-idea) * dt 
INIT Capital-Adequacy-for-Ideation = 80 
INFLOWS: 
sät CA_Idea = IF(100'Investment_on_IdeatiorVAverage_IdeaE-Best_funds<100) 
THEN(100*Investment_on_Ideatlon/Average_ldea£ 
Best_funds-Capital_Adequacy_for_ldeation) 
ELSE(100-Capital_Adequacy_for_Ideation) 
CD Capital_Adoquacyfor Launch(t) = Capital Adequacy-for_Launch(t - dt) + (CA_Lau) " dt 
INIT Capital Adequacy_for_Launch = 80 
INFLOWS: 
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4 CA_Lau = IF(100"Investment_on_Launch/Average_Launch! ~Best_funds<100) THEN(100*Investment_on_Launch/Average_Launch£ 
_Best_funds-Capital_Adequacy_for_Launch) ELSE(100-Capital Adequacy_for_Launch) 
Q CapitaLAdequacy_for_Production(t) = Capital_Adequacy_for_Production(t - dt) + (CA_Prod) * dt 
INIT Capital_Adequacy_for_Production = 80 
INFLOWS: 
eco CA_Prod = IF(100"Investment on_Production/Average_ProductionLBesLfunds<100) 
THEN (100*Investment_on_Production/Ave rage_Production£ 
Best_funds-Capital_Adequacy_for_Production) 
ELSE(100-Capital_Adequacy_for_Production) 
p CapitaLAdequacy_for_Prototype_Execution(t) = Capital_Adequacy_for_Prototype_Execution(t - dt) + 
(CA_MII) * dt 
INIT Capital-Adequacy-for-Prototype-Execution = 80 
INFLOWS: 
eco CA_MiI = IF(100*Investment_on_Prototype_DevelopmenVAverage_Prototype£ 
_Best_funds<100) TH EN(100'Investment_on_Prototype_DevelopmenVAverage_Prototype£ 
Best_funds-Capital_Adequacy_for_Prototype_Execution) 
ELSE(100-Capital_Adequacy_for_Prototype_Execution) 
O CapitaLAdequacy_for_Speed(t) = CapitaLAdequacyr_for_Speed(t " dt) + (CA_Speed)' dt 
INIT Capital_Adequacy_for_Speed = 80 
INFLOWS: 
40o CA_Speed = IF(100"Investment_on_Speed/Average_Speedl-Bestfunds<100) 
THEN(100'InvestmenLon_Speed/Average_Speed£ 
Best funds-Capital_Adequacy for_Speed) 
ELSE(100-CapitaLAdequacy_for_Speed) 
Q Concept-Design-Project-Team(t) = Concept_Design_Project_Team(t - dt) + 
(Project_Team_Change) * dt 
INIT Concept_Design_Project_Team = 70 
INFLOWS: 
40o Project_Team_Change = Project_Team_Formation-Concept_DesIgn_Project_Team 
Q Conce Im ainst_Criteria + ConcePt_ImPortance_a9ainst_Criteria(t- )- Pt_Portance_a9 (t - dt) 
(CD Importance_Formation) * dt 
INIT Concept_Importance_against_Criteria = 70 
INFLOWS: 
i CD_Importanco_Formation = CD_Prioritisation_Criteria-Concept_Importance_against_Criteria 
Q Concept_Proposal(t) = Concept_Proposal(t - dt) + (Concept_Change) * dt 
INIT Concept_Proposal = 65 
INFLOWS: 
ego Concept_Change = (Business_Case_Formation-Concept_Proposal) 
Q Core_Competencies(t) = Core_Competencles(t - dt) + (Core_Competencles_Change) * dt 
INIT Core_Competencies = 70 
INFLOWS: 
io Core_Competencles_Change = Core_Competences_Development-Core_Competencies 
Q Corporate_Strategy(t) = Corporate_Strategy(t - dt) + (Corporate_Strategy_Change - 
Strategy_inapropriacy_from_external) * dt 
INIT Corporate_Strategy = 60 
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INFLOWS: 
40o Corporate-Strategy-Change 
(Corporate_Strategy_Formation-Corporate_Strategy)/Strategy_Change_Frequence 
OUTFLOWS: 
u* Strategy_inaproprlacy_trom_external 
(100-Ready to_React)"External_Events*Corporate_Strategy/10000 
D Creatlve_Employee_Activity(t) = Creative_Employee_Activity(t - dt) + 
(Creative_Employee-Activity_Change) ' dt 
INIT Creative-Employee-Activity = 35 
INFLOWS: 
40o Creative-Employee-Activity-Change 
Creative_Employee_Activity_Formation-Creative_Employee_Actlvlty 
Q Critical-Mass(t) = Critical_Mass(t - dt) + (Critical_Mass_Change) ' dt 
INIT Critical-Mass = 80 
INFLOWS: 
40o Critical_Mass_Change = Depth_of_Sector-Critical_Mass 
Q Cross_Functional_Integratlon(t) = Cross_Functional_Integration(t - dt) + (Cross_Functional_Change) 
* dt 
INIT Cross_Functional_Intogration m 75 
INFLOWS: 
40o Cross-Functional-Change a 
(Cross_Functional_Formation-Cross_Functional_Integration)/(Firm_Size/10) 
Q Decentralisation(t) = Decentralisation(t - dt) + (Centralisation_Change) ' dt 
INIT Decentralisation = 75 
INFLOWS: 
4o Centralisation_Change = Dcentralisation_Formation-Decentralisation 
U Demand_Conditlons(t) - Demand_Conditions(t - dt) + (Demand_Conditions_Chango) I dt 
INIT Demand-Conditions = 80 
INFLOWS: 
40o Demand_Conditions_Change = Demand_Condition_Formation-Demand_Conditions 
Q Early_Dosign_of_Production_&_Launch_Plan(t) = Early_Design_of_Production_&_Launch_Plan(t - 
dt) + (Early_Design_Change) " dt 
INIT Early_Design_of_Production_&_Launch_Plan = 65 
INFLOWS: 
40o, Early-Design-Change 
Early_Design_Formation-Early_Deslgn of_Production_&_Launch_Plan 
Q ED_Fund_Adequacy(t) = ED_Fund_Adequacy(t - dt) + (CA_ED) * dt 
INIT ED_Fund_Adequacy = 90 
INFLOWS: 
40o CA_ED = IF(100*Experimental_Development_Funds/Average_ED£_Best_Funds<100) 
TH EN(100'Experimental_Development_Funds/Average_ED£ 
Best_Funds-ED_Fund_Adequacy) 
ELS E(100-ED_Fund_Adequacy) 
Q Employees_Availability(t) = Employees_Availability(t - dt) + (Recruitment - Withdraw) " dt 
INIT Employees-Availability = 75 
INFLOWS: 
Zo Recruitment =0.01"Ability to_recruit"Need_for_more_Creative_Employees 
OUTFLOWS: 
-bo Withdraw = Employees_Availability'Withdraw_Rate/100 
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Final-Proposal(t) = Final_Proposal(t - dt) + (Final_Proposal_Change) " dt 
INIT Final-Proposal - 70 
INFLOWS: 
4oo Final-Proposal-Change 
(Final_Proposal_Formation-Final_Proposal)/Delay to_form_Final_Proposal 
Ü Financial-System(t) = Financial_System(t - dt) + (Financial_System Maturity_Change) ' dt 
INIT Financial_System = 85 
INFLOWS: 
Financial_System_Maturity_Change - 
Financial_System_MaturityFormatlon-Financial_System 
[] Firm's_4pplied_Research_Effort(t) = Firm's_Applied_Research_Effort(t - dt) + 
(Firm's-Applied_Research_Effort_Change) * dt 
INIT Firm's_Applied_Research_Effort = 80 
INFLOWS: 
40o Firm's-lpplied_Research_Effort_Change = 
Firm's_Applied_Research_Effort_Formation-Firm's-Applied_Research_Etfort 
Q Firm's_Experimental_Development_Effort(t) = Firm's_Expenmental_Development_Effort(t " dt) + 
(Firm's-Experimental-Development-Effort-Change) * dt 
INIT Firm's_Exporimental_Development_Effort = 80 
INFLOWS: 
400 Firm's_Experimental_Development_Effort_Change = 
Firm's_Expe rimental_Development_Effort_Formation-Firm's_Experimental_Development_Eff 
ort 
Q Firm's-Knowledge(t) = Firm's_Knowledge(t - dt) + (Firm's_Knowledge_Chango - 
Firm's_Knowledge_Fall_fromexternal) " dt 
INIT Firm's-Knowledge = 65 
INFLOWS: 
4c. Firm's_Knowledge_Change = Firm's_Knowledge_Formatlon-Firm's_Knowledge 
OUTFLOWS: 
. Firm's_Knowledge_Fall_from external"0.01'Firm's_Knowledge'External_Events 
Q Firm's_Knowledge_fromAppiled_Research(t) = Firm's_Knowledge_fromApplied_Research(t - dt) + 
(Knowledge from_AR_Change) * dt 
INIT Firm's-Knowledge-from-Applied-Research - 60 
INFLOWS: 
s Knowlodgo_from_AR_Change = 
((Firm's Applied_Research_Effort+Core_Competencies+Creative_Employee_Activity)/3-Firm' 
s_Know lodge_from_Applied_Research)/Knowledge_f romAR_Delay 
Q Firm's_Knowlodge_from_Experimentai_Development(t) = 
Firm's_Knowledge_from_Experimental Development(t - dt) + (Knowledge_from_ED_Change) * dt 
INIT Firm's_KrwJwledge_from_ExperimentalDevelopment = 60 
INFLOWS: 
4O' Knowr. age_from_ED_Change = 
((Firme 
. 
Experimontal_Development_Effort+Core_Competencies+Creative_Employee_Activit 
y)/3-Fl'rr i Knowledge from_Experimental_Devolopmont)/Knowledge_from_ED_Delay 
Q Frustration(t) = Frustration(t - dt) + (Frustration--Change) * dt 
INIT Frustration = 45 
INFLOWS: 
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40o Frustration_Change = 
((100-Organisational_Climate)+(100-Failure to_ldentify_Solution)+(100-Tolerance to_Mistak 
es))/3-Frustration 
O Full-Production(t) = Full_Production(t - dt) + (Full_Production_Formation) " dt 
INIT Full_Production = 45 
INFLOWS: 
4oo Full-Production-Formation 
((Core_Competencies+Production_Plan_Implementation)/2-Full_Productlon)/Delay_for_Prod 
uction_Formation 
O Human-Resources-Availability(t) - Human_Resources_Avallability(t - dt) + 
(Human_Resources-Availability_Change)' dt 
INIT Human_Resources-Avallability = 80 
INFLOWS: 
40o Human-Resources-Availability-Change 
Human_Resources_Formation-Human_Resources-lvaitability 
p Idea_Importance_against_Criteria(t) - Idea_Importance_againsLCriteria(t - dt) + 
(Idea-Importance-Formation) * dt 
INIT Idea_Importance_against_Criteria = 70 
INFLOWS: 
Abo Idea-Importance-Formation = Idea_Prioritisation_Criteria-Idea_Importance_against_Criteria 
Q Index_of_NPDD_Success(t) = Index_of_NPDD_Success(t - dt) + 
(Organisational_Success-Assesment) * dt 
INIT Index_of_NPDD_Success = 70 
INFLOWS: 
eO' Organisational_Success_Assesment = 
((Organisationai_Success_Formation+Factors_of_Prod uct_Success)/2)-Index_of_N PD D_Suc 
cess 
J Individual-Project-Group-Structure(t) = Individual_Project_Group_Structure(t - dt) + 
(individual-Group-Structure-Change) " dt 
INIT Individual_Project_Group_Structure = 75 
INFLOWS: 
Individual_Group_Structure_Change 
Individual_Group_Structure_Formation-Individual_Project_G roup_Structu re 
0 Individual-Project-Success(t) = Individual_ProjecLSuccess(t - dt) + (NPD-Project-Assessment) * dt 
INIT Indivldual_Project_Success = 75 
INFLOWS: 
s* NPD_Project_Assessment = NPD_Project_Success_Formation-Individuat_ProjecLSuccess 
Q Industrial-Research-Funds(t) = Industrial_Research_Funds(t " dt) + 
(Industrial_Rosearch_Funds_Chango) * dt 
INIT Industrial-Research-Funds = 85 
INFLOWS: 
40o Industrial-Research-Funds-Change 
Industrial_Research_Funds_Formation-Industrial_Research_Funds 
Q Infrastructure-Adequacy(t) = Infrastructure_Adequacy(t - dt) + (Infrastructure_Change)' dt 
INIT Infrastructure_Adequacy = 65 
INFLOWS: 
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¬8o Infrastructure-Change = Infrastructure_Formation-Infrastructure_4dequacy 
Q Inhouse_Research_Effort(t) = Inhouse_Research_Effort(t - dt) + (Research_EfforLChange) " dt 
INIT Inhouse_Research_Effort = 80 
INFLOWS: 
4oo Research_Effort_Change = Research_Effort_Formation-Inhouse_Research_Effort 
Q Investigation(t) = Investigation(t - dt) + (Investigation_Change) * dt 
INIT Investigation = 75 
INFLOWS: 
40a Investigation-Change = 
(3*Capitai_Adequacy_for_Ideation+Assimilation_of_Information+Inhouse_Research_Effort)/5 
-Investigation 
Q Knowldge_Infrastructure_4vallability(t) = Knowldge_Infrastructure_Availability(t - dt) + 
(Evaluation_of_Knlnf_Change) * dt 
INIT Knowldge_Infrastructure_Avallability = 70 
INFLOWS: 
eta Evaluation of_Knlnf_Change = Adequacy_of_Knlnf-Knowldge_Infrastructure. 4vallabllity 
Q Knowledge_&_Human_ResourceS_Adequacy(t) = Knowledge_&_Human_Resources_Adequacy(t - 
dt) + (KnHu_Adequacy_Change) * dt 
INIT Knowledge_&_Human_Resources Adequacy = 80 
INFLOWS: 
48o KnHu_Adequacy_Change = 
KnHu_Adequacy_Formation-Knowledge_&_Human_Resources_Adequacy 
Q Knowledge-by-Basic-Research(t) = Knowledge_by_Basic_Research(t - dt) + 
(Knowledge-by-Basic-Research-Change) * dt 
INIT Knowledge-by-Basic-Research = 70 
INFLOWS: 
4oo Knowledge_by_Basic_Research_Change = 
Knowledge_by_Basic_Research_Formation-Knowledge_by_Basic_Research 
Q Knowledge_by_Industrial_Research(t) = Knowledge_by_lndustrial_Research(t - dt) + 
(Knowledge_by_Industrial_Research_Change) * dt 
INIT Knowledge-by-Industrial-Research = 85 
INFLOWS: 
40o Knowledge_by_Industrlal_Research_Change = 
Knowledge_by_Industrial_Research_Formation-Knowledgo_by_Industrial Research 
Q Knowledge_Infrastructure(t) = Knowledge_Infrastructure(t - dt) + (Knlnf_Change) " dt 
[NIT Knowledge-Infrastructure = 85 
INFLOWS: 
s Knlnf_Chango = 
((Knowledge-Formation+(Delay_for_long Inf_InWShort_Term_Investment_in_Knlnf+Long_T 
erm_Investment_in_Knlnf)/(Delay_for_long_Inf_Inv+1))/2)-Knowledge_Infrastructure 
Q Knowledge-Resources-Availability(t) = Knowledge_Resources_Availability(t - dt) + 
(KnRes_Availabiltiy_Change) * dt 
INIT Knowledge_Resources_Availabillty = 80 
INFLOWS: 
1bo KnRes_Availabiltiy_Change = 
KnRes_lvailabiltiy_Formation-Knowledge Resources_Availability 
Q Launch-Project-Team(t) = Launch_Project_Team(t - dt) + (Launch_Project_Team_Change) * dt 
INIT Launch_Project_Team = 75 
INFLOWS: 
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eco Launch_Project_Team_Change = Launch_Project_Team_Formation-Launch_ProjecLTeam 
D Marketing_Plan(t) = Marketing_Plan(t - dt) + (Marketing_Plan_Formation) * dt 
INIT Marketing-Plan = 80 
INFLOWS: 
4oo Marketing-Plan-Formation 
((Future_Plan+0.01' Weight_for_Latest_C&M'Latest_Customer_&_Market_Study+Price_Posit 
lon_Promotion_Plan)/(2+0.01 *Weight_for_Latest_C&M))-Marketing_Plan 
M Milestone-Executed(t) = Milestone_Executed(t - dt) + (Milestone_Execution) * dt 
INIT Milestone_Executed = 75 
INFLOWS: 
4oo Milestone_Execution = 
(((4"Capital_4dequacy_for_Prototype_Execution+2'Prototype_Development_Feasibility+3" Pr 
ototype_Development_Project_Team+Reviewed_ProJect_Plan)/10)-Milestone_Executed)/Dea 
ly_of_Milestone_Execution 
New_Idea_Generation(t) = New_Idea_Generation(t - dt) + (New_Idea_Generation_Change) " dt 
INIT New_Idea_Generation = 60 
INFLOWS: 
40o New_Idea_Generation_Change = 
(2`Firm's_Knowledge+lnvestigation+((100-Frustration)+Eureka)/2)/4-New_Idea_Generation 
O New_Product_Development_Process_Success(t) = New_Product_Development_Process_Success(t 
- dt) + (NPD_Process_Assessment) " dt 
INIT New_Product_Development_Process_Success = 75 
INFLOWS: 
«» NPD-Process-Assessment 
NPD_Process_Sucess_Formation-New_Product_Development_Process_Success 
Q NPDD_Speed(t) = NPDD_Speed(t - dt) + (Acceleration-of-NPD) * dt 
INIT NPDD_Speed = 50 
INFLOWS: 
*O* Acceleration_of_NPD = 
(Capital_Adequacy_for_Speed+2'NPD_Speed_Formation)/3-N PD D_Speed 
Q Organlsatlonal_Climate(t) = Organisational_Climate(t - dt) + (Organisational_Climate_Change) * dt 
INIT Organisatlonal_Climate = 65 
INFLOWS: 
Abo Organisational_Climate_Change = 
Organisational_Climate_Formation-Organisational_Climate 
Q Organisational_Culture(t) = Organisational_Culture(t - dt) + (Organisational_Culture_Change) * dt 
INIT Organisational_Culture = 70 
INFLOWS: 
ýD Organisational_Culture_Change = 
F((Organisational_Culture_Formation-Organisational_Culture)>0) 
THEN((0.01'(Organisational_Culture_Formation-Organisational_Culture)'(100-Resistance_to 
_OrgCul_Change))/Delay_of_OrgCul_Change) ELS E(Organisational_Culture_Formation-Organisational_Cultu re) 
Q Organisational_Processes(t) = Organisational_Processes(t - dt) + (Strategic_Processes_Changes) " 
dt 
INIT Organisational-Processes = 65 
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INFLOWS: 
4oo Strategic-Processes-Changes 
Changes_in_Strategic_Processes-Organisational_Processes 
D Organisational_Structure(t) = Organisational_Structure(t - dt) + (Organisational_Structure_Change - 
Organisational_Structure_Ageing) * dt 
INIT Organisational_Structure = 60 
INFLOWS: 
c+ Organisational-Structure-Change 
Organisational_Structure_Formation-Organisational_Structure 
OUTFLOWS: 
Organisational_Structure_Ageing = Organisational_Structure/Ageing_Rate 
Physical_Infrastructure(t) = Physical_Infrastructure(t - dt) + (Phlnf_Change) * dt 
INIT Physical-Infrastructure = 60 
INFLOWS: 
48o Phlnf_Change = 
(Delay_for_long_Inf_Inv*Short_Phlnf_Investment+Long Term_Investment_in_Phlnf)/(Delay_f 
or_long_Inf_Inv+1)-Physical_Infrastructure 
0 Physical_Infrastructure_4vailability(t) = Physical_Infrastructure_Avallability(t - dt) + 
(Evaluation_of_Phlnf_Change) * dt 
INIT Physical Infrastructure_Availability = 50 
INFLOWS: 
40o Evaluation_of_Phlnf_Change = Adequacy_of_Phlnf-Physical_Infrastructure_Availabiliy 
Physical-Resources-Availability(t) = Physical_Resources_Availability(t - dt) + 
(Physical_Resources_Change) * dt 
INIT Physical_Resources_Availability = 80 
INFLOWS: 
4o Physical_Resources_Change = Physical_Formation-Physical_Resources_Avallability 
(] Post_Project_Review_Influence(t) = Post_Project_Review_Influence(t - dt) + 
(PP_Review_Adaptation) * dt 
INIT Post-Project-Review-Influence = 60 
INFLOWS: 
40o PP-Review-Adaptation 
(4*Influence_of_the_Results+(Flow_of_Ideas+Management_4ttention_to_PPR+Post_Project 
Review_Formation)/3)/5-Post_Project_Review_lnfluence 
EI Prioritisation_of_Concepts(t) = Prioritisation_of_Concepts(t - dt) + (Prioritisation_of_CD) * dt 
INIT Prioritisation-of-Concepts = 65 
INFLOWS: 
4oo Prioritisation-of-CD 
(4`Seloction_of_Concepts+Ability to_Prioritise_CD)/5-Prioritisation_of_Concepts 
0 Prioritisation_of_Ideas(t) = Prioritisation_of_Ideas(t - dt) + (Prioritisation_Ideas_formation) * dt 
INIT Prioritisation_of_Ideas = 65 
INFLOWS: 
4oo Prioritisation_Idoas_formation = 
(4"Selection_of_Ideas+Ability_to_Prioritise_Ideas)/5-Prioritisation_of_Ideas 
Q Production-Plan(t) = Production_Plan(t - dt) + (Production_Plan_Formation) " dt 
INIT Production-Plan = 75 
INFLOWS: 
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40o Production_Plan_Formation = 
((0.01 *Weight_for_CC*Core_Competencies+Manufacturing_Plan4Other_Plans)/(2+0.01 *Wei 
ght_for_CC))-Productlon_Plan 
[] Production_Project_Team(t) = Production_Project_Team(t - dt) + 
(Production_Project_Team_Change) * dt 
INIT Production-Project-Team = 75 
INFLOWS: 
4-oo Production-Project-Team-Change 
Production_Project_Team_Formation-Production_ProjecLTeam 
Q Product_Launch(t) = Product_Launch(t - dt) + (Product_Launch_Change) * dt 
INIT Product-Launch - 50 
INFLOWS: 
Product_Launch_Change = 
((Core_Competencies+Product_Launch_I mplementation)/2-Product_Launch)/Delay_for_Laun 
ch 
M Project_Definition(t) = Project_Definition(t - dt) + (Project_Definition_Formation) " dt 
INIT Project_Definition = 60 
INFLOWS: 
* Project_Definition_Formation = Final_Proposal-Project_Definition 
fJ ProjecLGroups_Integration(t) = Project_Groups_Integration(t - dt) + 
(Project_Groups_Integration_Change) * dt 
INIT Project_Groups_Integration = 70 
INFLOWS: 
cco Project_Groups_Integration_Change = 
Project_G roups_Formation-ProjecLGroups_Integration 
EI Project_Justification(t) = Project_Justification(t - dt) + (Project_Justification_Formation) * dt 
INIT Project_Justification = 60 - 
INFLOWS: 
Project_Justification_Formation = 
(((3"Final_Proposal+Custome r_&_Market_Study+Financial_Study)/5)-ProjecfJ ustlf (cation)/D 
elay_to_form Justification 
O Project_Plan(t) = Project_Plan(t - dt) + (Project_Plan_Formation) * dt 
INIT Project_Plan = 60 
INFLOWS: 
40o Project_Plan_Formation = 
(((Satisfactory_Reinvestment_to_Innovation+ConcepLDesign_Project_Team+Employees Av 
ailability+Organisational_Structure+Mix_of_Portfoi io_Novelty)/5+Final_Proposal)/2-ProJect_PI 
an)/Dolay_to_form-plan 
Q Prototype_Development_Feasibility(t) = Prototype_Development_Feasibility(t - dt) + 
(Prototype_Feasibility_Formation) * dt 
INIT Prototype-Development-Feasibility = 75 
INFLOWS: 
s* Prototype-Feasibility-Formation 
(Prioritisation_of_Concepts+Reviewed_Project_Definition+Lab_Tests+Reviewed_Financial_S 
tudy+Reviewed Technical_&_Manufacturing_Study)/5-Prototype_Development_Feasibility 
D Prototype_Development_Project Team(t) = Prototype_Development_Project Team(t - dt) + 
(Prototype_DevelopmontProject Team_Change) ' dt 
INIT Prototype_Development_Project_Team = 75 
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INFLOWS: 
4oo Prototype_DevelopmentProject_Team_Change = 
Prototype_Project_Team_Formation-Prototype_Development_ProjecLTeam 
Q Regulations(t) = Regulations(t - dt) + (Regulation_Change) * dt 
INIT Regulations = 75 
INFLOWS: 
4oo Regulation-Change = Regulation-Formation-Regulations 
p Reviewed_ProjecLDefinition(t) = Reviewed_Project_Definition(t - dt) + (Reviewe_Defnition) * dt 
INIT Reviewed_Project_Definitlon = 75 
INFLOWS: 
4 Reviewe_Definition 
(Project_Definition+Prototype_Requirements_Attractiveness)/2-Reviewed_Project_Definition 
0 Reviewed_Project_Justification(t) = Reviewed_Project_Justification(t - dt) + (Justification_Review) " dl 
INIT Reviewed_Project_Justification = 70 
INFLOWS: 
4 Justification Review = 
(Firm's_Knowledge+Protoype_Development_Project_Team+Reviewed_Financial_Study)/3-R 
eviewed_Project_Justification 
D Revlewed_Project_Plan(t) = Reviewed_Project_Plan(t - dt) + (Review_of_ProjecLPlan) " dt 
INIT Reviewed_Project_Plan = 75 
INFLOWS: 
si» Review_of_Project_Plan = Project_Plan_Review_Formation-Reviewed_Project_Plan 
Q Risk-Taking-Policy(t) = Risk_Taking_Policy(t - dt) + (Risk-Taking-Change) * dt 
INIT Risk-Taking-Policy = 50 
INFLOWS: 
40o Risk_Taking_Change = Risk_Taking_Formation-Risk_Taking_Policy 
Q Satisfactory-Reinvestment-to-Innovation(t) = Satisfactory_Reinvestment_to_Innovation(t - dt) + 
(Satisfactory_formation - End_of_year_reinvestment_satisfaction) " dt 
INIT Satisfactory_Reinvestment_to_Innovation = 80 
INFLOWS: 
-6o Satisfactory-formation 
(AFt_Fund Adequacy+CapitalAdequacy_for_Concept_Design+CapitalAdequacy_for_Idoati 
on+CapitalAdequacy_for_Launch+CapitalAdequacy_for_Production+CapitalAdequacy_for 
_Prototype_Execution+CapitalAdequacy_for_Speed+ED_FundAdequacy)/8 
OUTFLOWS: 
Zo End_ of year_reinvestment_satisfaction = Satisfactory_Reinvestment_to_Innovation 
iQ Sectoral_Know4edge_Creation(t) = Sectoral_Knowledge_Creation(t - dt) + 
(Sectoes_Know'edge_Change) * dt 
INIT Sectoral Knowledge_Creation = 75 
INFLOWS: 
4c Sectcx s. Knowledge_Change = 
Sector s. Knowledge_Formation-Sectoral Knowledge_Creation 
Cj Selection of_ Concepts(t) = Selection_of_Concepts(t - dt) + (Selection_of_CDFormation) ' dt 
INIT Selection_of Concepts = 65 
INFLOWS: 
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i Selection of_CDFormation = 
(2'Concept_Proposal+Risk_Taking_Policy+Ability_to_Kill_a_Concept)/4-Selection_of_Conce 
pts 
O Selection_of_Ideas(t) = Selection_of_Ideas(t - dt) + (Selection_of_Ideas_Formation) ' dt 
INIT Selection_of_Ideas = 65 
INFLOWS: 
4oo Selection_of_Ideas_Formation = 
(2*New_Idea_Generation+Risk_Taking. Policy+Ability_to_Kill_an_Idea)/4-Selection_of_Ideas 
M Selection_of_Prototype_Product(t) = Selection_of_Prototype_Product(t - dt) + 
(Prototype_Product_Selection) * dt 
INIT Selection-of-Prototype-Product a 75 
INFLOWS: 
4c Prototype_Product_Selection = 
(Reviewed_Project_Justification+Developed_Prototype_Product)/2-Selection_of_Prototype_P 
roduct 
® Shareholders_Satisfaction(t) = Shareholders_Satisfaction(t - dt) + (Satisfaction_Formation - 
End_of_year_Satisfaction) * dt 
INIT Shareholders_Satisfaction = 40 
TRANSIT TIME =1 
INFLOW LIMIT INF 
CAPACITY = INF 
INFLOWS: 
Zcý Satisfaction_Formation = Satisfaction cause_Shared_Profits 
OUTFLOWS: 
. 5o End_of_year_Satisfaction = CONVEYOR OUTFLOW 
® Speculation_of_No_of_Iess_than_3years_Products(t) _ 
Speculation_of_No_of_Iess than_3years_Products(t - dt) + (New_Product_Creation_rate - 
Ageing_Products_rate) * dt 
INIT Speculation_of_No_of_less_than_3years_Products = 20 
TRANSIT TIME =3 
INFLOW LIMIT = INF 
CAPACITY = INF 
INFLOWS: 
Abo New_Product_Creation_rate = 
Round_Speculation_of_N P_per_year_to_Success+Av_New_Product_Ucence_per_year 
OUTFLOWS: 
.Ö Ageing_Products_rate = CONVEYOR OUTFLOW 
Q Speculation-of-No-of-Old-Products(t) = Speculation_of_No_of_Old_Products(t - dt) + 
(Ageing_Products_rate - Product_Dying_Rate) * dt 
INIT Speculation_of_No_of_Old_Products = 21 
INFLOWS: 
 5o Ageing_Products_rate = CONVEYOR OUTFLOW 
OUTFLOWS: 
Zo Product_Dying_Rate = Speculation_of_No_of_OId_Products/Dying_Rate 
Strategic_Position(t) = Strategic_Position(t - dt) + (Strategic_Position_Change - 
Strategic_Position_Droping) * dt 
INIT Strategic_Position = 65 
INFLOWS: 
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4o Strategic_Position_Change = 
((Capital_Availability_for_Str_Pos+Strategic_Position_Possible_Changes)/2-Strategic_Positio 
n)/Strategic_Posltion_Change_Delay 
OUTFLOWS: 
. bO Strategic_Position_Droping = 
(100-Ready_to_react_to_Market_Changes)' Exte rnal_Events*Strategic_Position/10000 
Strength_against_Concept_Criteria(t) = Strength_agalnst_Concept_Criteria(t - dt) + 
(Strength_of_Selection_CD_Criteria_Change) * dt 
INIT Strength_against_Concept_Criteria - 70 
INFLOWS: 
4o Strength_of_Selection_CD_Criteria_Change 
(4"Quality_of_CD studies_exeqution+CD_Selection_Criteria)/5-Strength_agalnsLConceptC 
riteria 
Q Strength_against_Selection_Criteria(t) m Strength_against_Selection_Criterla(t - dt) + 
(Strength of_Selection_Criteria_Change) " dt 
INIT Strength_against_Selection_Criteria = 65 
INFLOWS: 
40o Strength_of_Selection_Criteria_Change = 
Idea_Selection_Criteria-Strength_against_Selection_Criteria 
Technological-Knowledge(t) = Technological_Knowledge(t - dt) + 
(Technological_Knowledge_Change - Technological_Knowledge_Droping) " dt 
INIT Technological_Knowledge = 70 
INFLOWS: 
40o Technological-Knowledge-Change 
Units transform*((0.01*Firm's_Knowledge'Technological_Knowledge_ Investment+Employee 
s_Availability)/2-Technological_Knowledge) 
OUTFLOWS: 
-5o Technological_Knowledge_Droping = 
(0.01' Technological_Knowledgo' External_Events+0.01' (W ithdraw_Rate+W rong_Technoiogy 
)*Technolog ical_Knowledge/2)/3 
Technological-Paths(t) = Technological_Paths(t - dt) + (Technological_Paths_Change - 
Technological_Paths_Droping) ' dt 
INIT Technological_Paths = 65 
INFLOWS: 
O' Technological-Paths-Change 
((Capital_Adoquacy for_Tech_Paths+Technological_Paths_Possible_Changes)/2-Technologl 
cal_Paths)/Technology_Paths_Change_Delay 
OUTFLOWS: 
.o Technological Paths_Droping = 
(100-Ready to_React_to_Technology_Changes)*External_Events"Technological_Paths/100 
00 
L7 Technology-4ssets(t) = TechnologyAssets(t - dt) + (Tochnology_Assets_Change - 
Technology Assets_Droping) * dt 
INIT Technology_Assets = 75 
INFLOWS: 
O* Technology-Assets-Change 
Units_transform`((Technology_Assets_Investment+Employees_Availability)/2-Technology. As 
sets) 
OUTFLOWS: 
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Technology_Assets_Droping = 
(0.01*Technology_Assets*Extemai_Events+0.01" Technology-Assets"Wrong_Technology)/3 
D Uncertainty(t) = Uncertainty(t - dt) + (Uncertainty_Change - Uncertainty_Faiding) * dt 
INIT Uncertainty = 35 
INFLOWS: 
soo Uncertainty_Change = (Extemal_Events+Uncertainty_Formation)/2-Uncertainty 
OUTFLOWS: 
. öo Uncertainty_Faiding m 
(Uncertainty/Mean_NPD_Lead_Time+0.01 'Uncertainty'Quality_of_Predevelopment_Activitie 
s/12)/2 
Q Ability to_Kill_an_Idea = 
(4'Strength_against_Seiectlon_Criteria+(100-Factors_to_Overtake_Official_Policy)+Decisiveness_to 
Kill-Ideas)/6 
Q Ability_to_KIII_a_Concept 
(4*Strength_against_Concept_Criterla+(100-Factors_to_Overtake_Official_Policy)+Belleve_to_KiII_C 
oncvepts+Decisive to_Kill_Concepts)/7 
Q Ability_to_Prloritise_CD = 
(4`Concept_Importance_against_Criteria+(100-Factors to_Overtake_Official_Policy)+Believe to_Pri 
oritise_Concept+Decisive_to_Prioritiser_Concepts)/7 
Q Ability-to-Prioritise-ideas = 
(4'Idea_Importance_against_Criterla+(100-Factors to_Overtake_OfficIal_Poiicy)+Belleve_to_Prioritis 
e_Ideas+Decisiveness_to_Prioritise)/7 
Q Ability_to_Prioritise_Prototypes = 
(3`Reviewed_Project_Justification+Decisiveness to_Prioritise_Prototypes+(100-Factors_to_Overtak 
e_Offlcial_Policy))/5 
Q Ability_to_recruit = 0.01 "Available-Creative-Individuals*Recruitment_Policy 
Q Accessibility_of_Phlnf = (Cost_of_Use_Phlnf+Physical-Infrastructure+Regulationsfor Phlnf)/3 
Q Accessibility_of_Physical_Resources = 
(I nfrastructure_Adequacy+Cost_of_Physical_Resources+Replace_by_I ntemational_Firms)/3 
Q Accessibility_to_Knlnf = 
(Knowlodge_Infrastructure+Cost of_Use_Knlnf+lnternational_or_National_Programmes_Participatlo 
n+Regulations_for_Knl nf)/4 
Q Accumulation-Delay = 4/12 
Q Actions_to_be_Undertaken = 80 
Q Adaptation_Period =1 
Q Adaptation-Period to_Import =4 
Q Adequacy_of_Knlnf = 0.01"Knowledge_Infrastructure*Accessibility to_Knlnf 
Q Adequacy_of_Phlnf = 0.01 *Physical_Infrastructure*Accessibility_of_Phlnf 
Q Adjust to_Regulations_and_Legislation_4R = 90 
Q Adjust_to_Regulations_and_Legislation_ED = 90 
Q Ageing-Rate =5 
Q Alternative_Solutions = 
(3"CapltalJdequacy_for_Concept Design+Core_Competencies+2*Product_Requiremonts)/6 
Q Alternative_Technical_Solutions = 80 
Q Animal_Spirit = 50 
0 Applied-Research-Funds 
External_lpplied_Research_Funds+Own_lnvestment_of_Applied_Research 
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Q Attention_to_Customers_Opinions = 
(Customer_Tests_on_Prototypes+Reviewed_Customer &_Market_Study)/2 
Q Available_Capital_for_Baslc_Research m 55 
Q Available_Capital_for_lndustrial_Research = 90 
Q Available_Capitai_to_reinvestfor BR = 55 
0 Available_Capital_to_reinvest_for_IR = 90 
Q Available-Creative-Individuals = (EducaUon_System_Creativity+National_Innovation_Environmenty2 
Q Average_. ARF_Best_Funds = IF(Time>5) 
Then(Accummulate_AR_Proportion/5) 
ELSE(Accu mmu l ate_l R_Proporti on/TI M E) 
Q Average_BCLBest_funds = IF(Time>5) 
Then(Accummulate_BC_Proportion/5) 
ELSE(Accummutate_BC_Proportion/TI M E) 
Q Average_CA_for_AR = IF(Time>5) 
Then(Accummulate_CA_for_AR/5) 
ELSE (Accu mmu late_CA_for_AR/TI M E) 
Q Average_CA_for_Concept = IF(Time>5) 
Then(Accummulate_CA_for_Concept/5) 
ELSE(Accummulate_CA_for_Concept/TIME) 
Q Average_CA_for_ER = IF(Time>5) 
Then(Accummulate_CA_for_ER/5) 
ELSE(Accummulate_CA_for_ER/TIM E) 
Q Average_CA_for_Ideation = IF(Time>5) 
Then(Accummulate_CA_for_Ideation/5) 
ELSE(Accummulate_CA_for_Ideation/TIME) 
Q Average_CA_for_Launch = IF(Time>5) 
Then(Accummulate_CA_for_Launch/5) 
ELSE(Accummulate_CA_for_Launch/f IME) 
Q Average_CA_for_Production = IF(Time>5) 
Then(Accummulate_CA_for_Production/5) 
ELSE(Accummulate_CA_for_Production/TI M E) 
Q Average_CA_for_Prototype = IF(Time>5) 
Then(Accummulate_CA_for Prototype/5) 
ELSE(Accummulate_CA_for_Prototype/TIME) 
Q Average_CA_for_Speed = IF(Time>5) 
Then(Accummulate_CA_for_Speed/5) 
ELSE(Accu mmulate_CA_for_Speed/TI M E) 
Q Average_ED£_Best_Funds = IF(Time>5) 
Then (Accummu late_ED_Proportion/5) 
ELSE(Accummulate_ED_ProportionlTI M E) 
Q Average_First_No_NP_per_year = IF(Time>5) 
Then(Accummulate_First_No_N P/5) 
ELSE (Acc ummuI ate_F i rst_N o_N P! f IM E) 
Q Average_First_Sales_Index_per_NP = IF(Time>5) 
Then(Accummuiate_Fi rst_Sales_index_per_N P/5) 
ELSE(Accummulate_First_Sales_index_per_NP/TIME) 
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Q Average_First_Sales-per_OP = IF(Time>5) 
Then(Accummulate_First_Sales_index_per_OP/5) 
ELSE(Accummulate_First_Sales_index_per_OP/TIME) 
Q Average_First_Success = IF(Time>5) 
Then(Accumulate_First_Success/5) 
ELSE(Accumulate_First_Success/TIME) 
_ Q Average_Idea£_Best_funds = IF(Time>5) 
Then(Accummulate_ldea_Proportion/5) 
ELSE(Accummulate_Idea_Proportion/TIME) 
Q Average_Launch£_Best_funds = IF(Time>5) 
Then(Accummulate_Lau_Proportion/5) 
ELSE(Accu m mu late_Lau_P roportion/TI M E) 
Q Average_ProductionE_Best_funds = IF(Time>5) 
Then(Accummulate_Prod_Proportion/5) 
ELSE(Accummulate_Prod_Proportion/TI ME) 
Q Average_Prototype£_Best_funds = IF(Time>5) 
Then(Accummulatel_Proto_Proportion/5) 
ELSE(Accummulatel_Proto_Proportion/TIME) 
Q Average_Speed£_Best_funds = IF(Time>5) 
Then(Accummulate_Speed_Proportion/5) 
ELSE(Accummufate_Speed_Proportion/TIME) 
Q Av_New_Product_Ucence-per_year -0 
Q Banks = 80 
0 Basic-Research-Funds-Formation 
(6"Government_Direct_Funds_for_B R+National_or_Cooperative_B R_Funds+3"industries_Direct, 
_Fu nds_for_BR)/10 
Q Belleve_to_Prioritlse_Concept = 80 
Q Believe_to_Prioritise_ldeas = 100 
Q Bootlegging - 80 
Q BR_incentives = 55 
Q Business_Case_Formation = (Project_Definition+Project_Justification+Project_Plan)/3 
Q Capital_Adequacy_for_Tech_Paths = 70 
Q Capital-Availability-for-Creativity = 70 
Q Capital-Availability-for-Str-Pos = 70 
Q CA_AR_calculation = Applied_Research_Funds'100/Average_CA_for_AR 
Q CA_BC_calculation = Investment_on_Concept_Development'100/Average_CA_for_Concept 
Q CA_ED_calculation = Experimental_Development_Funds'100/Average_CA_for_ER 
0 CA-Ideation-calculation = Investment_on_Ideation'100/Average_CA_for_Ideat ion 
Q CA_Launch_calculation = Investment_on_Launch'100/Average_CA_for_Launch 
Q CA_Production_calculation = Investment_on_Production' 100/Average_CA_for_Production 
Q CA_Proto calculation = Investment_on_Prototype_Development'100/Average_CA_for_Prototype 
Q CA_Speed_calculation = Investment_on_Speed'100/Averago_C/_for_Speed 
Q CD_Market_Attractiveness_study = 70 
Q CD_Prioritisation_Criteria = 
(Satisfactory_Reinvestment_to_Innovation+Project_Justification+Strength_against_Concept_Critoria) 
/3 
Q CD_Selection_Criteria = 
(Feasibility_of_Idea_CD+Fit-with_Firm's_Strategy_CD+Leagal_and_Ethical_Standards_CD+CD_Ma 
rket_Attractiveness_study+Unique_Benefit_CD)/5 
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Q Changes In_Strateglc_Processes = 
(Inhouse_Research_Effort+NPDD_Speed+Organisational_Climate+Organisational_Structure+Risk_T 
aking_Policy+Technological_Knowledge)/6 
Q Chanpions = 100 
Q Comparlson_of_Results_wlth_Expected = 80 
Q Competition-Regulations = 75 
Q Competition-Study = 80 
0 Composition-of-Home-Demand 
(Competition-Regulation+Depth_of_I ndustrial_Segments+Sophistication_of_Customers+Fragmenta 
tion_of_Sectors)/4 
Q Concept Success = (Concept_Proposal+Prioritisation_of_Concepts+Selection_of_Concepts)/3 
Q Conflicts = (100-(Organisational_Climate+Project_Groups_Integration)/2) 
Q Control_of_Funds. Allocation-by-Government - 90 
Q Converging-Technologies = 50 
Q Cooperative-Projects = 70 
Q Core_Competences_Development = (Technological_Knowledge+Technology_Assets)/2 
Q Corporate_Strategy_Formation = 
(Organisational_Processes+Strategic_Pos Ition+Technological_Paths)/3 
Q Cost_of_Licenses -0 
Q Cost-of-Physical-Resources = 85 
Q Cost_of_Replacement - 85 
Q CosLof_Use_Kninf = 85 
Q Cost_of_Use_Phlnf = 80 
Q Cost_per_Unit = 90 
Q Create-Knowledge-Barriers-AR = 30 
0 Create-Knowledge-Barriers-ED 30 
Q Creation_of_New_Knowledge = 
(Inhouse_Research_Effo rt+Decis ion_to_Deve lop_New_Knowledge)/2 
Q Creative_Destruction =6 
Q Creative-Employee-Activity-Formation = 
0.01 *Capital_Avallability_for_Creatlvity*(Employees-Availability+3*Flrm's_Knowledge+4*Promote_Cr 
eativity)/8 
Q Cross-Functional-Formation = (Project Groups_Integration+2*Employees-Availability)/3 
Q Current_Culture.. Strength = 
W eight_of_Culture*Organisational_Culture* l ndex_of_N PD D_Success/10000 
Q Customers = 50 
Q Customer_&_Market_Study = 
(Competition_Study+Macroeconomic_Analysis+Market_Portait+Use r_Needs_8-Wants_Study)/4 
Q Customer_Attrctlveness_Test = 70 
Q Customer Mc 1ity = 75 
Q CustomerP. 'ception_Changes = 70 
Q Customer_Ruuponse_to_Final_Product = 90 
Customer-Tests w 70 
Q Customer-Tests on-Prototypes = 90 
Q Dcentralisation_formation = 
(Responsibility_for Decisions+Responsibility_for_Evaluation+Responsibility_for Execution)/3 
Q Dealy of_Milestone_Execution = 8/12 
Decision-to-Develop-New-Knowledge = 90 
Q Decision_to_Import_Technology = 70 
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Q Decision_to_Invest_In_Development = 80 
Q Declsion_to_Invest in_Machinery = 80 
Q Decisiveness_to_Kill_Ideas = 80 
Q Decisiveness-to-Prioritise = 90 
Q Decisiveness to_Prioritise_Prototypes = 80 
Q Decisive_to_Kili_Concepts = 80 
Q Decisive_to_Prioritiser_Concepts = 80 
Q Delay_for_Launch = 15/12 
Q Delay_for_Iong_Inf_Inv =5 
Q Delay_for_Production_Formation =2 
Q Delay_of_OrgCul_Change = 5/12 
Q Delay_to_form_Final_Proposal =1 
Q Delay_to_form_Justification =1 
Q Delay-to-form-plan =1/12 
Q Demand-Condition-Formation = 
(Composition_of_Home_Demand+Easy_to_I nternationalise+Size_&_Pattem_of_G rowth)/3 
Q Demographic-Changes = 70 
Q Depth_of_Industrial_Segments = 90 
Q Depth-of-Sector = 
(Physical-Resources-Availability+Existence_of_Supportive_Industries+Linkage_Between_Relative_I 
ndustries+Replace_by_Intemational_Firms)/4 
Q Developed-Prototype-Product = 
(3'Abil ity_to_P(oritise_Prototypes+Milestone_Executed+N PDD_Speed+Prototype_DevelopmenLFe 
asibility)/6 
Q DevelopmentDelay = 4/12 
Q Development_of_New_Technology = 
(Inhouse_Research_Effort+Decision to_Invest_in_Development)/2 
Q Development-Time-Required = 90 
Q Direction-of-Interaction = 50 
Q Direct_Government_Influence = 
0.01*Control_of_Funds Allocation_by_Government*(Direct_Investment_by_Government+Nationallnt 
ernational_Projects)/2 
Q Direct_Investment_by_Govemment = 55 
Q Dying_Rate = IF(TIME>2 AND TIME<4) 
THEN(7) 
ELSE(IF(TIME>-4) V 
THEN(2) 
ELSE(12)) 
Q Early_&_Sharp_Production_Definition = 
(N PDD_Speed+Project_Definition+Reviewed_ProjecLDefinition+Eariy_Design_of_Production_&_La 
unch_Plan)/4 
Q Early_Design_Formation = 
(Organisational_Structure+Production_Project_Team+Support_of_Management_for_Early_Start)/3 
Q Early_involvement of_LT = 85 
Q Early_involvement_of_PT = 85 
0 Easy_to_lnternationalise = 
(Customer_Mobility+Exportl mport_Regulations+International_Influences+Multinational_Firms)/4 
Q Easy-to-Manufacture = 70 
0 Education_System = 80 
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Q Education_SystemCreativity = 50 
Q Employee-Benefits fromAR = 50 
Q Employee_Benefits_from_ED = 50 
Q Estimation-of-Margin-Return m 90 
Q Eureka = (Creative_Employee-Activity+Relaxation)/2 
ß Existence = (6'Physical_Existence+3*Sector's_Tradition+(100-Sophlsticatlon_of_Customers))/10 
Q Existence-of-Supportive-Industries = 85 
Q Expected_Sales_&_RevenueAnalysis = 
(Weight_for_Demand_Conditions*Demand_Conditions+100'CustomerAttrctiveness_Test)/200 
Q Experimental_DevelopmentFunds = 
External_Experimental_Development_Funds+Own_Investment_on_Experimental_Design 
Q Exportlmport_Regulations = 70 
0 External-Applied-Research-Funds 
(Firm's%Grants_or_Loans_for_AR+Incetives_or_Provisions_forAR+ParticipaUon_to_colaborative 
_AR) Q External_Events = IF(TIME<=5) 
THEN (100fTechno logy_Prog ress) 
ELSE(I F(ABS(S I NWAV E(25,2"Creative_Destruction))> 100/Technology_Progress) 
THEN (ABS (S INW AV E (25,2*Creative_Destruction))+100/Technology_Prog O0/Technology-Progress) 
ELSE(100/ Technology-Progress)) 
Q External_Experimental_DevelopmenLFunds = 
(G rants_or_Loans_for_ED+Incetives_or_Provisions_for_ED+Partlcipation_to_colaboratlve_ED) 
Q External-Finance-of-R&D = 
External_Appl ied_Research_Funds+External_Experimental_Developme nt_Funds 
Q Factors_of_Product_Success = 
(Individual_Project_Success+New_Product_DevelopmenLProcess_Success)/2 
Q Factors to_Overtake_Official_Policy = 
(Animal_Spirit+Bootlegging+Cooperative_Projects+Govemment_Funding+(100-Mix_of_Portf olio_Nov 
elty)+Overoptimism+Recent_High_Risk_Success)/ 7 
Q Failure_to_Identify_Solution = IF(Investigatlon<=75) 
THEN(Investigation/Mean_NPD_to_Firm's_can_wait) 
ELSE(Investigation) 
Q Fear_of_Failure = ((100-Organisational_Climate)+(100-Tolerance to_Mistakes))/2 
Q Final_Proposal_Formation = (Altemative_Solutions+Project's_Feaslbility)/2 
Q Flnance_of_Innovation = 
External_Finance_of_R&D+Proportion_of_Own_Finance_index_of_lnnovation 
Q Financial_Institutions_Maturity = (Banks+Venture_Capital)/2 
Q Financial-Regulations = (Govemment_WIII_for_Independence"lndependont_Regulator)/100 
Q Financial-Study = (Expected_Sales_&_Revenue_Analysis+Technical_&_Manufacturing_Study)/2 
Q Financial_System_MaturityFormation = 
(Capital_Market_Maturity+Direct_Government_Influence+Financial Institutions_Maturity+Financial_R 
egulations+Openess_to_International_Systems)/5 
Q Firm's_ /, Grants_or_Loans_for_AR = 0.03 
Q Firm's_Applied_Research_Effort_Formation = 
(3`Employeas_Availability+4*AR_Fund_Adequacy+Firm's_I nitiative_to_undertake_AR)/ß 
Q Firm's_Experimental_Development_Effort_Formation = 
(3*Employees_Availability+4"ED_Fund_Adequacy+Firm's_Initiative_to_undertake_ED)/e 
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Q Firm's_Initiative to_undertake_4R = 
(Corporate_Strategy+Management_Decision_to_undertake-AR+Understanding_of_4R_Benefits_for 
_Firm)/3 Q Firm's_Initfative to_undertake_ED = 
(Corporate_Strategy+Management_Decision_to_undertake_ED+Understanding_of_ED_Benefits_for 
Firm)/3 
0 Firm's-Knowledge-Formation 
(2' Firm's_Knowledge_from_Experimental_Development+2"Firm's_Knowiedge_from_lpplied_Resear 
ch+Sectoral_Knowledge_Envirommnet)/5 
Q Firm_Size = 100 
Q First_years Adequacy of AR_funds - 90 
Q First_years_Adequacy of_ED_funds = 90 
Q First-years-CA-for-Business-Case = 80 
Q First_years_CA_for_Ideation = 80 
Q Firsf_years_CA_for_Launch = 80 
ß First-years-CA-for-Milestones = 80 
Q First_years_CA_for_Production = 80 
Q First-years-CA-for-Speed = 80 
ß First_years_Proportion_of_Sales_from_OP = 100-First_Years_Proportion_of_Sales_from_NP 
Q First_years_Sales_index_from_NP = 
Fi rst_Years_Proporti on_of_Sale s_from_N P* I ndex_of_fl rst_Sales/ 100 
Q First_Years_Sales_index_from_OP = 
First_years_Proportion_of_Sales_from_OP"I ndex_of_first_Sales/100 
Q First_years_Sales_Index_per_New_Product = 
First_years_Sales_index_from_NP/Round_No_Productsless than_3_years 
Q First_years_Sales_index_per_Old_Product = 
First_Years_Sales_index_from_OP/Round_No_of_Old_Products 
Q Fit_to_Core_Compitencies = 90 
Q Fit_with_Firm's_Strategy = 70 
Q Fit_with_Fimt's_Strategy_CD = 50 
Q Flow_of_Ideas = (Creative_Empioyee_Activity+Cross_Functional_Integrationy2 
Q Frequency_of_Communication = 80 
Q Future_Plan = 80 
Q Gatekeepers = 100 
Q Government_Direct_Funds_for_BR = 
(4*Availabie_Capital_for_Basic Research+(Political_Justification_for_BR+Priority_of_Sector)/2)/5 
Q Government_Direct_Funds_for_IR = 
(4"Available_Capital_for_Industrial_Research+(Priority_of-Sector+Politlcal_Justification forlR)/2)/5 
Q Government Funding = 30 
Q Government-Grants-or-Loans-for-BR = 75 
Q Government_Grants_or_Loans_for_IR = 75 
Q Government_Wili_for_Indopendence = 90 
Q Grants_or_Loans_for_BR = (Financiai_System+Govemment_Grants_or_Loans_for_BR)/2 
Q Grants_or_Loans_for_ED = 0.16 
Q Grants_or_Loans_for_IR = (Financial_System+Govemment_Grants_or_Loans_for IR)/2 
0 High_Growth - 30 
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Q High_Quality_New_Product_Process = 
(NPDD_Speed+Concept_Success+Idea_Success+Production_&_Launce_Success+Prototype_Succ 
ess)/5 
Q Human_Resources_lvailability_for_BR = (Human_Resources_lvaiiability+Interest_for_BRV2 
Q Human_Resources_lvailability_for_IR = (Human_Resources_Availability+Interestfor_IR)/2 
Q Human_Resources_Formation = 
((Knowledge_Resources_Availability+Size_of_the_Nation)/2+(Labour_Cost+Labou r_Regulations+Mi 
gration)/3)/2 
Q Idea-Generators = 90 
Q Idea-Prioritisation-Criteria II 
(Satisfactory_ReinvestmenLto_I nnovation+3"Strength_against_Selection_Crite da+Estimation_of_M 
argin_Return)/5 
0 Idea-Selection-Criteria 
(Feasibility of_Idea+Flt_with_Firm's_Strategy+Leagal_and_Ethical-Standards+Market_Attractivenes 
s_Study+Unique_Benefit)/5 
Q Idea_Success = (New_Idea_Generation+Prioritisation_of_Ideas+Selection_of_Ideas)/3 
0 Idea-Tank =40 
Q Identification-of-Roles = 80 
Q Identify-Opportunities - 
(Accumulation_of_I nfo_&_Opp+lnhouse_Research_Effort+Strategic-Position+Technological_Knowle 
dge+Technoiogical_Paths)/5 
0 ImporLTechnology = (Decision_to_Import_Technology+Type_of_Cooperationy2 
Q Incetives_or_Provisions_for_AR = 0.03 
Q Incetives_or_Provisions_for_ED =0 
Q Increase-Firm's_Technological_Knowledge_lR = 90 
Q Increase-Firm's_Technological_Knowledge_ED =100 
Q Independence_from_Firm's_Structure = 70 
d Independent_Regulator = 85 
Q Index_of_first_Sales = 1000*First_Years-Sales/INIT(First_Years_ Sales) 
Q Index_of_Speculative_Profits =1000*Speculative_Profits/INIT(Speculative_Protits) 
Q Index_of_Speculative_Sales = Sales_from_new_Product+Sales_from_Old_Products 
Q Individual_Group_Structure_Formation = 
(Identification_of_Roies+Independence-from_Firm's_Structure+Level_of_M ultifunctionality+Responsl 
bility_for_Decisions+Responsibiiity_for_Evaluation+Responsibility_for_Execution+Strength_of_Leade 
r)/7 
Q Industrial_Research_Funds_Formation = 
(3"Government-Direct_Funds_for_IR+6*industries_Direct_Funds_for AppliedR+Nationat or_Cooper 
ative_IR_Funds)/10 
Q industries-Direct Funds_for_AppliedR = 
(5'Available_Capital_to_reinvest_for_IR+Understanding_of_Beneflts_trom_IR+IR incentives+3'Gran 
ts_or_Loans_for_I R)/ 10 
Q Industries_Direct_Funds_for_BR = 
(4'Available_Capital_to_reinvest_for BR+Understanding_of_Benefits_from_BR+BR_Incentives+4'Gr 
ants_or_Loans_for_BR)/10 
Q Industry_Structure_Change = 70 
Q Influence_of_the_Results = 60 
0 Infrastructure-Formation = 
(Knowldge_Infrastructure_Availability+Physical I nfrastructure_Availabi lity)/2 
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Q Innovaiton_Costs_to_Sales_index = 
Proportion_of_Own_Finance_Index of_Innovation' Index_of_Speculative_Sales/100 
Q Interest_for BR = 75 
Q Interest-for-IR = 90 
Q Internal_Departments - 80 
Q international-Influences = 76 
Q Intemational_or_National_Programmes_Participation = 75 
Q Inventions = 100 
Q Inventors =10 
Q Investment_on_Concept_Development = Investment_on_Ideation 
Q investment-on-Launch = 5'Investment_on_Ideation 
Q Investment_on_Production = 5"Investment_on_Ideation 
Q Investment_on_Prototype_Development = 3`lnvestment_on_Ideation 
ß IR-Incentives = 75 
0 KnHu_Adequacy_Formation = 
(Human_Resources_Avai lability+Knowledge_Resources_Availability)/2 
Q Knowledge_byTraining = Training 
0 Knowledge_by_Basic_Research_Formation = 
(Basic_Research_Funds+Human_Resources_Availability_for_B R+Knowledgo_I nfrastructure_lvailab 
ility_for_BR+Knowledge_Resources_ Availability_for_BR)/4 
Q Knowledge_by_Industrial_Research_Formation = 
(I ndustrial_Research_Fu nds+Human_Resources_Availability_for_I R+Knowledge_Inf rastructure_Aval 
labil ity_for_I R+Knowledge_Resources_Availability_for_I R)/4 
Q Knowledge_Development_Delay =4 
Q Knowledge-Formation = 
(Education_System+Private_Research_Centres+Public_Research_Centre)/3 
Q Knowledge_from_AR_Delay = 32/12 
Q Knowledge_from_ED_Delay =1 
Q Knowledge_from_New_Employees = (Technological_Knowledge+Recruitment_Ratey2 
Q Knowledge_Infrastructure_Availability_for_BR = 
(Knowldge_Infrastructure_Availability+I nterest_for_BR)/2 
Q Knowledge_Infrastructure_Availability_for_IR = 
(Knowldge_Infrastructure_Availability+lnterest_for_I R)/2 
0 Knowledge-Resources-Availability-for-BR = (Knowledge_Resources_Availability+Intorest_for_BR)/2 
Q Knowledge-Resources-Availability-for-IR = (Knowledge_Resources-Availability+Interest_for_IR)/2 
0 KnRes 
. 
Availabiltiy_Formation = 
(Knowledge_Formation+Knowldge_Infrastructu re_Avai labi lity+Repiace_by_I nternational_Firms)/3 
Q Labour_Cost = 70 
0 Labour-Regulations = 70 
Q Lab-Jests = 
((3`(Satisfactory_Reinvestment_to_I nnovation+Employees_Availabil ity)/2)+(Fi rm's_Knowledge+l nhou 
se_Research_Effort)/2)/4 
0 Latest-Competition-Study = 90 
Q Latest Customer_&_Market Study = 
(Customer_Response_to_Final_Product+Latest_Competition_Study+Latest_Macroeconomic_AnalysI 
s+Latest_Market Portrait)/4 
0 Latest_Macroeconomic_Analysis = 90 
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Q Latest_Market_Portralt = 90 
0 Launch-Project-Team-Formation 
(4"Employees_Availability+Decentralisation+lndividual_ProjecLG roup_Structure+Project_Groups_I nt 
egration+Early_Involvement_of_LT)/8 
Q Leagal_and_Ethical_Standards = 50 
Q Leagal_and_Ethicai_Standards_CD = 80 
Q Learning_by_Doing = Technology_Assets 
Q Level_of_Multifunctionality = 80 
Q Licenses_Costs_to_Sales_index = Cost_of_Licenses' Index_of_Speculative_Sales/t00 
Q Linkage-Between-Relative-Industries = 85 
Q Long_Term_Investment_In_Knlnf = 85 
Q Long_Term_Investment_in_Phlnf = 70 
Q Macroeconomic-Analysis = 50 
Q MaintenanceUpgrade_Investments = 70 
Q Management = 80 
ß Management-Decision-to-undertake-AR = 90 
Q Management_Decision to_undertake_ED = 90 
Q Management-Vision for_Position = 
(3*Managors_Ideas_for_Position+0.01 `Weight_Opportunities'Identify_Opportunities+0.01 "Weight_N 
E*National_Innova tion_Environment)/(3+(Weight_N I E/100)+( Weight_Opportunities/100)) 
Q Management_Vision_for_Technology = 
(3`Managers_Ideas_for_Technology+0.01' Weight_Opportunities"Idontify_Opportunlties+0. o 1'We ig h 
t_NIE*National_I nnovation_Environment)/5 
Q Managers_Ideas_for_Position = 90 
Q Managers-Ideas-for-Technology = 90 
Q Manufacturing-Plan = 80 
Q Marketing-Synergy = 
(Attention_to_Sources_of_Opportunities+C(tical_Mass+Demand_Conditions+Market_Portrait_Studie 
s)/4 
Q Market_Atractiveness =1'(Marketing_PIan+Product_Launch)/2 
Q Market Attractiveness_Study = 50 
Q Market_Portait = 50 
Q Market_Portrait_Studies = (Latest_Market_Portrait+Market_Portaft+New_Market_Portrait)/3 
Q Market_Size = 90 
0 Market_Structure. Change = 80 
0 Mean_NPD_Load_Time =4 
Q Mean-NPD-to-Firm's-can-wait = Mean_NPD_Lead_Time/Months_that_the_firm_can_wait 
Q Mechanism-of 
. 
Info_&_Opp = 
(Attention to_Sources ofInformation+Attention to_Sources_of_Opportunities)/2 
Q Migration = 80 
0 Months_that_ tw_firm_can_wait =1 
Q Multinational. Firms = 90 
Q Nationalinterrwaonal_Projects = 70 
Q National_Innovaaon_Environment = 
(Critical_Mass. Demand_Conditions+Financial_System+lofrastructure_Adequacy+Knowledge_&_Hu 
man_Resourcos_ Adequacy+Regulations+Sectoral_Knowledge_Creation)/7 
Q National_or_Cooperative_BR_Funds = 
(Private_Sector_Colaboration_in_B R+PublicPrivate_Colaboration_ln_B R)/2 
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Q National_or_Cooperative_IR_Funds = 
(Private_Sector_Colaboration_for_I R+PubllcPrivate_Colaboration_for_I R)/2 
Q Necessary-innovative-Employees = 
(100-(Chanpions+Gatekeepers+Idea_Generators+Project_Managers+Sponsors+Others)/6) 
Q Need-for-more-Creative-Employees = 
IF((Employees_Availability+0.01 "Recruitment_PolicyNecessary_Innovative_Employees'100/Employ 
ees_Availability)<100) 
THEN(0.01 "Recruitment_Policy`Necessary_Innovative_Employees`100/Employees_Avallability) 
ELSE(0.01 *RecrultmenLPollcy*(100-Employees_Availability)) 
Q New_Actions_to_be_Undertaken = 90 
Q Now-Alternative-Technical-Solutions = 90 
Q New_Competition_Study - 80 
Q New_Cost_per_Unit_Estimatlon = 90 
0 New-Development-Time-Estimation 90 
Q New_Employee_Adaptation_Period =1 
Q New_Fit_with_Core_Compitencies = 90 
Q Now-Knowledge = 50 
Q New_Macroeconomic_Analysis = 80 
Q New-Manufacturing-Study = 90 
Q New_Market_Portrait = 80 
Q New_Patents_&_Legislation_Study - 90 _ Q New_Processes_from_AR = 90 
Q New_Processes from_ED = 100 
Q New_Risk_&_Cost_lnalysis = 90 
Q New-Technologies-from-AR = 90 
Q New_User_Needs&Wands = (Reviewed_Project_Definition+Customer_Tests_on_Prototypes)/2 
Q New_Use_of_Existing_Knowledge_AR = 40 
Q New_Use_of_Existing_Knowledge_ED = 40 
Q NPD_Process_Sucess_Formation = -- 
(Early &_Sharp_Production_Definition+Product_Superiority+Cuality_of_Marketing_lctivities+Cuality 
_of_Predevelopment_Activities+Quality_of 
Technological_Activities)/5 
0 NPD-Project-Success-Formation - 
(Marketing_Synergy+Market Atractiveness+Product_Superiority+Technological_Synergy)/4 
Q NPD_Speed_Formation = 
(Attention_to_Customers_Opinions+Parallel_Processing+Project-Teams+Quality_of_Development_ 
Actions-Execution+Quality_of_Fuzzy_FrontEnd+Quality_of_Prioritisation)/6 
0 NP_Chances_to_Succeed = 
(I ndividual_Project_Success+New_Product_Deveiopment_Process_Success+I ndex_of_N PDD_Succ 
ess)/3 
Q Official_Risk_Taking_Policy - 
(Corporate_Strategy+Management Decision_for Risk_Acceptance+(100-Uncertainty))/3 
0 Openess_to_International_Systems = 75 
Q Open-Now-Markets-AR = 80 
Q Open_New_Markets_ED = 80 
Q Organisational_Benefits from AR = 50 
Q Organisational_Benefits_from_ED = 50 
Q Organisational-Climate-Formation = 
(Corporate_Strategy+Creative_Employee_Activity+Organisational_Cuiture+(100-Conf licts)+Flow_of_I 
deas+Official_Risk Taking_Policy+Recognition_of_Success+Tolerance to_Mistakes)/8 
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Q Organisational_Culture_Formatlon = 
(Individual_Project_Group_Structure+Corporate_Strategy+Flow_of_Ideas+Original_organisational_C 
ulture+Recognition_of_Success)/5 
Q Organisational_Structure_Formation = 
(14*Cross_Functional_ Integration+5"Decentralisation+(100-Conflicts))/20 
Q organisational-Success-Formation = 
(Resource_Commitment+High_Quality_New_Product_Process+Well_Defined_New_Product_Strateg 
y)/3 
Q Original-organisational-Culture = 
(Demand_Conditions+Natlonal_Innovation_Environment+Senior_Managemenvs_Culture)/3 
Q Others = 70 
Q Other_Costs_to_Sales_index = Proportion_of_OtherCosts"Index_of_Speculative_Sales/100 
Q Other-Plans = 80 
Q Other_Publications = 30 
Q Overoptimism = 40 
0 Parallel-Processing 
(Early_Design_of Production_&_Launch_Plan+Organisational_Structure+Reviewed_Project_Plan)/3 
Q Participation_to_colaborative_AR = 0.03 
Q Participation_to_colaborative_ED = 0.16 
Q Patents_&_Legislation = 90 
0 Patents_Publications = 20 
Q Period_with_High_Frustration = Frustration 
Q Physical-Existence 85 
Q Physical-Formation (Accessibility-of-Physical_Resources+Existancey2 
Q Political_Justification_for_BR = 70 
Q Political_Justification_for_IR = 90 
Q Post Project_ReviewFormation = 
(N PDD_Speed+Organisational_Structu re+lndex_of_NPDD_Success"0.70+Attention_to_Customers_ 
Opinions*0.50+Comparison_of_Results_with_Expected*0.80+Mix_of_Portfolio_Novelty0.30+Project 
Teams+Quality_of_DevelopmenLActions_Execution"0.50+Quality_of_Fuzzy_Front_End"0.50+QuaI 
ity of_Prioritisation)/(4+0.8+0.7+0.5+0.5+0.5+0.3) 
Q Price_Posltion_Promotion_Plan = 80 
Q Priority--of-Sector = 80 
Q Private_Research_Centres = 85 
Q Private_Sector_Cotaboration for_IR = 90 
Q Private_Sector_Colaboratlon_In_BR = 40 
Q Process-Weaknesses = 80 
Q Production_&_Launce_Success = (Full_Production+Product, _Launch)/2 Q Production-Plan-Implementation = 
(4"((Capital Adequacy_for_Production+Employees_Availability)/2)+Early_Design_of_Production_8- 
Launch_Plan+Production_PIan+Selection_of_Prototype_Product)/7 
Q Production_Project_Team_Formation = 
(4*Employees_Availability+Decentralisation+Individual_Project_Group_Structure+Project_G roups_Int 
egration+Early_involvement of_PT)/8 
0 Product_Launch_Implementation = 
(3'((Capital-Adequacy_for_Launch+Employees_Avallability)/2)+Early_Design_of_Production_&_Lau 
nch_PIan+Full_Production+Marketing_Plan)/6 
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0 ProducLRequirements " 
(Customer_&_MarkeLStudy+2'Prloritisation_of_Ideas+Firm's_Knowledge)/4 
Q ProducLStrength_againsLSelection Cnteria - 
(Strengt h_againsLConcepLCriteda+Strength_againsLSelection_Criteria)/2 
0 ProducLSuperiority . 
(Selectlon_of_Prototype_Product+N PDD_Speed+LatesLCustomer_&`MarkeLStudy+ProducLStren 
gth_againsLSelection_Criteriay4 
0 Project's_Feasibility . 
(3'Technical_&.. Manufacturing-Study+2'Core_Competencies+I nhouse_Research_Effort+(100-Unce 
rtainty))/7 
O Project_, Groups_Formation . 
(Individual_ProjecLGroup_Stricture+Direction_of_Interaction+Frequency_of_Communication+Richn 
ess_of_Communication+Timing_of_interaction)/5 
Q ProjecLManagers "100 
Q Project_Plan_Review_Formation " 
(3'(Satisfactory_Reinvestment_to_innovation+Employees_Availability)/2+2'(Organisational_Structur 
e+ProjecLPlan+Customer_Tests_on_Prototypes+Reviewed_Technical_&_Manufactudng_Study)/4)/ 
5 
0 ProjocLTeams - 
(ConcopLDesigrLProject. Team+Production_Project_Team+Prototype_Development_Project_Team 
+Y_auncft_Project_, Team)/4 
0 Project_Team_Formation " 
(3'Employees. Availability+Decentraiisation+individual_Project_Group_Structu re+Project_Groups_I nt 
egratlon)/6 
0 Promote-Creativity - (Recognition-of Success+Risk_Taking_Policy+Fear_of_Failure)/3 
0 Proportion_of_Own_Finance_indexof_Innovation 
Own_Investment-of Applied-Research+InvestmenLon_Concept-Development+Own_Investment_o 
n Experimental_Design+investment_on_ldeation+Investment_on_Launch+lnvestmenton_Productio 
n+Investment_on Prototype_Development+lnvestment_on_Speed 
0 Prototype_Project_Team_Formation - 
(4'Employees-Availability+Concept_Design_Project_Team+Decentralisation+Individual_Project_. Gro 
up_Structure+Project_Groups_Integration)/6 
0 Prototype_Requlrements_Attractiveness - 
(Customer_Tests_on-Prototypes+Reviewed_Customer_&Market_Study+Reviewed_Financial_Stud 
yY3 
Q Prototype_Suocess - (Milestone_Executed+Selection_of_Prototype_Product)/2 
0 PublicPrivate_Coiaborationjor_IR = 90 
0 PublicPrvate_Colaboration-in_BR = 55 
Q Public-Research-Centre - 85 0 Quality_of_CD_studies_exeqution = 
(Customer_&_Market_Study+Customer_Tests+Financial_Study+Technical_&_Manufacturing_Study) 
/4 
0 Qualityof_Development_Actions_Execution = 
(Frm's_Knowledge+lnhouse_Research_Effort+Milestone_Executed+Prototype_Development_Projec 
t_Team)/4 
0 Quality_of_Fuzzy_Front_End = 
(Mechanism_of_Info_d, 
_Opp+Oualiy_of_CD_studies_exeqution+3*lnhouse_Research_Effort+2*Prio ritisation_of_Ideas+2'Selection_of_Ideas)/9 
0 Quality_of_Justification = (Project_Justification+Reviewed_Project_Justification)/2 
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Q Quality_of_Marketing_Activities = 
(Marketing_Plan+Attention to_Customers_Opinions+Mechanism_of_Info_&_Opp+Quality_of_CO st 
udles_exequtlon+Product_Launch)/5 
d Quality_of_Predevelopment_Activitles = 
(Attention to_Customers_Opinions+Quality_of_Fuzzy_Front_End+Quality_of_Justification+Quality_o 
f_Prioritisatlon)/4 
Q Quality_of_Prioritisation = 
(Prioritisation_of_Concepts+Prioritisation_of_Ideas+Selection_of_Prototype_Product)/3 
Q Quality_of_Technical_&_Manufacturing_Studies = 
(Revlewed_Technlcal_&_Manufacturing_Study+Technical_&_Manufacturing_Studyy2 
Q Quality_of_Technological_Activities = 
(2*Full_Production+2*Milestone_Executed+Lab_Tests+Qualityof_Technical_&_Manufacturing_Stud 
les)/6 
Q React_to_External_Radical_Innovation_lR = 90 
Q React_to_External_Radical_Innovation_ED = 100 
Q Ready_to_React = 
(Ready_to_react_to_Market_Changes+Ready_to_React_to_Technology_Changesy2 
Q Ready_to_react_to_Market_Changes = 70 
Q Ready_to_Reacf_to_Technology_Changes = 50 
Q Recent High_Risk_Success = 40 
Q Recognition-of-Success = 75 
Q Recruitment-Policy = 40 
Q Recruitment_Rate = 0.01 
Q Regulations_for_Knlnf = 85 
Q Regulations_for_Phlnf = 70 
Q Regulation-Formation - 
(Competitlon_Regulations+Exporti mport_Regulations+Financial_Regulations+Labour_Regulations+R 
egulations_for_Knlnf+Regulations_for_Phlnf+Safety_Environmental Regulations)/7 
Q Relaxation = IF(Period_with_Hlgh_Frustration<=65) 
TH EN ((Organisatlonal_Climate+Time_to_Relax_adequacy)/2) 
ELSE(10) 
Q Replace_by_InternationalFirms = 
(Infrastructure_Adequacy+Cost_of_Replacement+Exportlmport_Regulations)/3 
Q Research_Effort_Formation = 
(Firm's_Experimental_Development_Effort+Firm's_Applied_Research_Effort)/2 
Q Resistance to_OrgCul_Change = (Current_Culture_Strength+Original_organisational_Culturey2 
Q Resource_Commitment = 
(Satisfactory_Reinvestment_to_Innovation+Employees_Availability+Project Teams)/3 
Q Responsibility_for_Docisions = 70 
Q Responsibility_for_Evaluation = 80 
0 Responsibility-for-Execution 80 
0 Reviewed_Customer_&_Market_Study = 
(New_Compotition_Study+New_Macroeconomic_Analysis+New_Market Portrait+New_User_Noods 
&Wands)/4 
a Reviewed_Expected_Sales_&_Revenue = 
(Demand_Conditions+Customer_Tests_on_Prototypes+Reviewod Technical_&_Manufacturing_Stud 
y)/3 
0 Reviewed_Financial_Study = Reviewed_Expocted_Sales_&_Revenue 
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Q Reviewed_Techniical_&_Manufacturing_Study = 
(New_Actions to be_Undertaken+NewfUtemative Technical_Solutions+New_Costper Unit_Estim 
ation+New_Development_Time_Estimation+New_Fit_with_Core_Compitencies+New Manufacturing 
_Study+New_Risk_&_Cost_Analysis+New_Patents_&_Legislation_Studyy8 Q Richness-of-Communication = 80 
Q Risk-Analysis m 90 
Q Rlsk_Taking_Formation = 
(Offlcial_Risk_Taking_Policy+0.01 *Factors_to_Overtake=Official=Policy'Officlal_Rlsk_Taking_ Policy) 
/2 
Q Rival_Products = 70 
Q Round_No_of_Old_Products = ROUND(Speculation_of_No_of_Old_Products) 
Q Round_No_Products_less than_3_years = 
ROUND(Speculation_of_No_of_Iess than_3years_Products) 
Q Round=Speculation_of_NP_per_year_to_Success = 
ROUND(Average_First_No_NP_per_year'N P_Chances_to=Succeed/Average_First_Success) 
Q Safety_Environmental_Regulations = 70 
Q Sales_from_new_Product = 
Round_No_Products_less than_3_years'Speculation_of_NP_Sales_index-per_NP_to_Suxess 
Q Sales_from_Old_Products = 
Speculation of_OP_Sales index-per_OP_to_Sucess'Round_No_of_Oid_Products 
Q Satisfaction_cause_Shared_Profits = IF(Speculative_Profits> 0) 
TH EN(I F(Speculative_Profits* 100/70<100) 
TH EN(Speculative_Profits' 100/70) 
ELSE(100)) 
ELSE(0) 
Q Sector's_Knowledge_Formation = 
(4'Knowledge_by_Industrlal_Research+Knowledge_by_Basic_Researchy5 
Q Sectors_Tradition = 90 
Q Sectoral_Knowledge_Envirommnet = 
(Sectoral_Knowledge_Creation+Knowledge_Resources_Avallabilityy2 
Q Senior Management's_Culture = 75 
0 Short Phlnf_Investment = (MaintenanceUpgrade_Investments+Short_Term_Investment_In_Phlnfy2 
Q Short Term_Investment_in_Knlnf = 85 
Q Short_Term_Investment_in_Phlnf = 70 
Q Size_&_Pattern of_Growth = (Growth_Rate+Market_Size)/2 
Q Size-of-the-Nation = 90 
Q Sophistication of_Customers = 85 
Q Speculation of_NP_Sales index_per NP to_Success " IF(TIME<5) 
THEN (Fi rst_years_Sales_index_per_New_Product) 
ELSE(Average_First_Sales index_per_NP*NP_Chances to_Succeed/Average_First_Success) 
Q Speculation_of_OP_Sales_index_per_OP_to_Sucess = IF(TIME<5) 
TH EN(First_years_Sales_index_per_Old_Product) 
ELSE(Average_First_Sales_per_OP) 
Q Speculative-Prof its = 
Index_of_Speculative_Sales-(Innovaiton_Costs_to_Sales index+Llcenses_Costs_to_Satos_Index+0 
ther_Costs_to_Sales_index) 
Sponsors =100 
Q Strategic_Position_Change_Delay = 15/12 
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Q Strategic-Position-Possible-Changes = 
(Core_Competencies+Rlsk_Taking_Policy+Management_Vision_for_Positiony3 
Q Strategy_Change_Frequence =5 
Q Strength-of-Leader = 70 
Q Suppliers - 80 
Q Technical_&_Manufacturing_Study = 
(Actions_to_be_Undertaken+Alte mative_Technical_Solutions+Cost_per_Unit+Development_Time_R 
equired+Easy, to_Manufacture+Fit_to_Core_Compitencies+Patents_&_Leglslaüon+Risk-Analysisy8 
Q Technological-Knowledge-Investment = 
(Creation_of New_Knowledge+Import_Technology+Knowledge_byTraining+Knowledge_from_New_ 
Employees+Learning_by_Doing)/5 
0 Technological-Paths-Possible-Changes 
(Core_Competencies+Risk_Taking_Policy+Management_Vision_for_Technology)/3 
Q Technological-Synergy = 
(Core_Competencies+Fu II_Production+Firm's_Knowledge+Prototype_Development_Feaslbllity+Proj 
ect's_Feasibility)/5 
0 Technology-Assets-Investment 
(Development_of_New_Technology+Decision_to_Invesun_Machinery+I mport_Technology)/3 
Q Technology_Paths_Change_Delay = 15/12 
Q Technology-Progress = 10 
Q Time_to_Relax_adequacy = 30 
Q Timing-of-Interaction = 60 
0 Tolerance_to_Mistakes = 75 
Q Total_Products = Round_No_of_Old_Products+Round_No_Products_less_than_3_years 
Q Training = 80 
Q Training-Period =1 
Q Type_of_Cooperation = 80 
Q Uncertainty-Formation = 
((100-Demand_Conditions)+(100-Financial_System)+(100-Technological_Knowledge)+Animal_Spirit 
+Bootlegging+(100-Mix_of_Portfolio_Novelty))/6 
Q Understanding_ofAR_Benefits_forFirm = 
(Employee_Benefits_from AR+New_Processes_fromAR+New_Technologies_from_AR+Organisatl 
onal_Benefits_ from_AR+(Open_New_MarketsAR+New_Use_of_Existing_KnowledgeAR+React_t 
o_External_Radical_I nnovationAR+I ncrease_Firm's_Technolog Ical_KnowledgoAR+Create_Knowl 
edge_Barriers _AR+Adjust_to_Regulations_and_LegislationAR)/6)/5 
Q Understanding of_Benefits_from_IR = 90 
Q Understanding of_ED_Benefits_for Firm = 
((Adjust_to_Roculations_and_Legislation_ED+Create_Knowledge_Barriers_ED+Increase_Firm's_Te 
chnological_Knowledge_ED+I nventions+New_Use_of_Existing_Knowledge_ED+Open_New_Markot 
s_ED+React w External_Radical_lnnovation_ED)/7+Employee_Benefits_from_ED+New_Processe 
s_from_EDtO janisatlonal_Benefits_from_ED)/4 
0 Unexpected 
_ 
Failure = 30 
Q Unexpected_, Scz iai_Events =10 
Q Unexpected_Sumess = 40 
Q Unique_Benefit 70 
Q Unique-Benefit-CD = 50 
Q Units_transform =t 
Q User_Needs_B_Wants_Study = 60 
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Q Weight-for-CC = 80 
Q Weight_for_Demand_Conditions = 60 
Q Weight_for_Latest_C&M = 80 
Q Weight_NIE = 90 
Q Weight_of_Culture = 90 
Q Weight_Opportunities = 90 
Q Well_Defined_New_Product_Strategy = (Corporate_Strategy+Risk_Taking_Pollcy+Flow_of_ldeasy3 
Q Withdraw-Rate =1 
0 Wrong-Technology 
(0.01'(100-Technological_Paths)'W rong_Technology_Selection+0.01'U ncertainty"W rong_Technolo 
gy_Selection+W rong_Technology_Selection)/3 
Q Wrong-Technology-Selection = 30 
0 Believe_to_Kill_Concvepts = GRAPH(time) 
(1.00,80.0), (2.00,80.0), (3.00,80.0), (4.00,90.0), (5.00,90.0) 
0 Capital_Market_Maturity = GRAPH(time) 
(1.00,80.0), (2.00,80.0), (3.00,70.0), (4.00,70.0), (5.00,70.0) 
0 Feasibiiity_of_Idea=GRAPH(Ume) 
(1.00,80.0), (2.00,80.0), (3.00,90.0), (4.00,90.0), (5.00,90.0) 
0 Feasibility_of_Idea_CD = GRAPH(time) 
(1.00,70.0), (2.00,70.0), (3.00,70.0), (4.00,80.0), (5.00,80.0) 
0 First_years_No_of_New_Products = GRAPH(time) 
(1.00,9.00), (2.00,12.0), (3.00,12.0), (4.00,12.0), (5.00,12.0) 
0 First_Years_Proportion_of_Sales_from_NP = GRAPH(time) 
(1.00,67.0), (2.00,68.0), (3.00,68.0), (4.00,68.0), (5.00,68.0) 
0 First_Years_Sales - GRAPH(time) 
(1.00.118017), (2.00,135073), (3.00,141230), (4.00,135000), (5.00,135000) 
0 Fragmentation-of-Sectors = GRAPH(time) 
(1.00,70.0), (2.00,70.0), (3.00,65.0), (4.00,65.0), (5.00,65.0) 
0 Growth_Rate = GRAPH(time) 
(1.00,80.0), (2.00,80.0), (3.00,70.0), (4.00,50.0), (5.00,50.0) 
0 Investment_on_Ideation = GRAPH(time) 
(1.00,0.299), (2.00,0.296), (3.00,0.323), (4.00,0.333), (5.00,0.333) 
0 investment-on-Speed = GRAPH(time) 
(1.00,2.00), (2.00,2.00), (3.00,1.50), (4.00,1.50), (5.00,1.50) 
0 Management_Attention_to_PPR = GRAPH(time) 
(1.00,80.0), (2.00,80.0), (3.00,80.0), (4.00,90.0), (5.00,90.0) 
rý Management_Decision_for_Risk_Acceptance = GRAPH(time) 
(1.00,70.0). (2.00,70.0), (3.00,70.0), (4.00,60.0), (5.00,60.0) 
0 Mix_of_Portfolio_Noveity = GRAPH(time) 
(1.00,48.0), (2.00,48.0), (3.00,48.0), (4.00,42.0), (5.00,42.0) 
Outsiders = GRAPH(time) 
(1.00,30.0), (2.00,40.0), (3.00,40.0), (4.00,40.0), (5.00,40.0) 
Q) Own_Investment_of_Applied_Research = GRAPH(time) 
(1.00,2.91), (2.00,3.88), (3.00,2.91), (4.00,3.88), (5.00,3.88) 
0 Own_Investment_on_Experimental_Design = GRAPH(time) 
(1.00,7.68), (2.00,7.68), (3.00,8.64), (4.00,7.68), (5.00,7.68) 
0 Proportion_of_Other_Costs = GRAPH(time) 
(1.00,79.5), (2.00,78.3), (3.00,79.5), (4.00,81.9), (5.00,81.9) 
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0 Support_of_Management_for_Early_Start = GRAPH(time) 
(1.00,50.0), (2.00,50.0), (3.00,70.0), (4.00,70.0), (5.00,70.0) 
0 Understanding_of_Benefits_from_BR = GRAPH(time) 
(1.00,55.0), (2.00,55.0), (3.00,75.0), (4.00,75.0), (5.00,75.0) 
0 Venture_Capital = GRAPH(time) 
(1.00,80.0), (2.00,80.0), (3.00,70.0), (4.00,70.0), (5.00,70.0) 
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